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A stored procedure or simple proc is a reputed PL /SQL block that performs one or more specific tasks. This is similar to procedures in other programming languages. The procedure has a header and body. The header consists of the name of the procedure and the parameters or variables passed to the procedure. The procedure is similar to an anonymous PL/SQL block, but it is
named after re-use. Procedures: Passing parameters There are three ways we can pass the parameters to the procedures. 1) IN-parameters 2) OUT-parameters 3) IN OUT parameters The procedure can return a value or not. CREATE [OR REPLACE] PROCEDURE proc_name [parameters listof] IS Declaration section BEGIN Execution Exception Exception section END; IS -
indicates the beginning of the body of the procedure and is similar to the anonymous PL/SQL blocks declare. The code between IS and BEGIN forms the Declaration section. The [ ] syntax of parentheses indicates that they are optional. By using CREATE OR REPLACE together, the procedure is created when there are no other procedures with the same name or if you replace
the existing procedure with the current code. Procedures Example The following example creates a employer_details procedure that contains the employee's information. 1&gt; Create or replace the procedure employer_details 2&gt; 3&gt; CURSOR emp_cur 4&gt; SELECT first_name, last_name, emp_tbl payment; 5&gt; emp_rec emp_cur%line type; 6&gt; STARTS 7&gt;
EMP_REC sales_cur 8&gt; LOOP 9&gt; dbms_output.put_line(emp_cur.crossname || ' ' || emp_cur.last name 10&gt; || ' ' || emp_cur.payment); 11&gt; END LOOP; 12&gt;END; 13&gt; / There are two ways to perform a procedure. 1) From the SQL command line. EXECUTE [or EXEC] procedure_name; 2) Another procedure – simply use the name of the procedure.
procedure_name; Note In the examples above, a backward slash is used at the end of the program. This indicates the oracle engine that the PL/SQL program ended with and you can begin processing instructions. In this tutorial, you'll see a detailed description of how to create and perform named blocks (procedures and functions). Procedures and functions are sub-programs that
can be created and saved as database objects. They can be called or referred to within the other blocks as well. Apart from this, we cover the main differences between the two sub-programs. And we'll also discuss oracle's built-in features. In this tutorial, you will learn- Terminologies of PL / SQL Subprograms Before we learn about PL / SQL subprograms, we will discuss the
various terminologies that are part of these subprograms. Below are the terminologies that we will discuss. Parameter:A parameter is a variable or placeholder for any valid PL/SQL data type through which the PL/SQL sub-program replaces values with the main code. This parameter allows sub-programs to from these sub-programmes. These parameters must be defined with the
subprograms at the time of creation. These parameters include calling instructions for sub-programs to interact with subprograms. The data type of the parameter in the subprogram and in the calling statement must be the same. The size of the data type cannot be included at the time of the parameter declaration because the size is dynamic for that type. Based on their purpose,
the parameters ARE IN ParameterOUT PARAMETERIN OUT ParameterIN parameter:This parameter is used to specify sub-programs input. This is a read-only variable within the sub-programs. Their value cannot be changed within the subprogram. In a caller's statement, these parameters can be variables, literal values, or expressions, such as arithmetic expressions 5*8 or a/b,
where a and b are variables. By default, parameters are of type IN. OUT parameter:This parameter is used to obtain the output of sub-programs. This is a read-write variable within the sub-programs. You can change their value within the sub-programs. In the calling statement, these parameters must always be variable to maintain the value of the current sub-programs. IN OUT
parameter:This parameter is used to obtain output from both input and sub-programs. This is a read-write variable within the sub-programs. You can change their value within the sub-programs. In the calling statement, these parameters must always be variable in order to maintain the value of the sub-programs. These parameter types should be mentioned when sub-programs
are created. RETURNRETURN is the keyword that instructs the compiler to switch the control from the subprogram to the caller statement. In return, it simply means that the control must exit the subprogram. As soon as the controller finds the return keyword in the sub-program, the subsequent code is skipped. Normally, the parent or master block calls the subprograms, and then
the control changes from the parent block to the so-called sub-programs. RETURN returns the control to the parent block in the subprogram. For functions, the RETURN statement also returns the value. The data type of this value is always mentioned at the time of the function declaration. The data type can be any valid PL/SQL data type. What is the procedure in PL/SQL? The
procedure is a sub-program unit that consists of a group of PL/SQL statements. This sub-program unit is stored as a database object. The characteristics of this sub-programme unit are shown below. Note: The sub-program is nothing more than a procedure and must be created manually as a requirement. Once created, they are stored as database objects. Procedures are stand-
alone blocks of programs that can be stored in a database. These procedures can be called by reference to their name to perform the PL/SQL mainly used to perform the process in PL/SQL. It can be nested blocks, or it can be defined and embedded within the other blocks or packages. Includes declaration part (optional), execution part, exception handling part (optional). The
values can be passed to the procedure or delayed through parameters. These parameters must be included in the caller statement. The procedure may have a RETURN statement to put the control back in the calling block, but it cannot return values through the RETURN statement. Procedures cannot be called directly from SELECT statements. They can call another block or
exec keyword. Syntax: CREATE OR REPLACE &lt;procedure_name&gt;( &lt;parameterl in/out=&gt;&lt;/parameterl&gt; &lt;datatype&gt;.. . ) [ IS | AS ] &lt;declaration_part&gt;BEGIN &lt;execution part=&gt;EXCEPTION &lt;handling= part=&gt;END; CREATE PROCEDURE instructs the compiler to create a new procedure. The keyword OR REPLACE instructs the translation to
replace the existing procedure (if any) with the current one. The procedure name must be unique. The keyword IS is used when the procedure is nested in other blocks. If the procedure is self-contained, then AS will be used. Different than this coding standard, both have the same meaning. Example 1: Creating a procedure and calling using EXEC in this example creates a
procedure that takes the name as input and prints the welcome message as output. The EXEC command will be used for the call procedure. CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE WELCOME_MSG (p_name VARCHAR2) STARTS DBMS_OUTPUT.put_line ('Welcome'|| p_name); END; / EXEC welcome_msg (Guru99); Code explanation: p_name welcome_msg line 1.4: Prints
the welcome message by concatenating the input name. The procedure was successfully translated. Line 7: Call exec procedure with Guru99. The procedure is executed and the message is printed as Welcome Guru99. What is the function? Functions is a standalone PL/SQL subprogram. Like the PL/SQL procedure, functions have a unique name that can be referenced. They are
stored as PL/SQL database objects. Below are some features of the features. Functions are a stand-alone block that is primarily used for calculation purposes. The function uses the return keyword to return the value, and its data type is defined at the time of creation. The function must return a value or raise an exception, meaning that the functions must return. A function that
does not have DML statements can be called directly in the SELECT query, while a function with a DML action can only be called from other PL/SQL blocks. It can be nested blocks, or it can be defined and embedded within the other blocks or packages. Includes declaration part (optional), execution part, exception handling part mandatory). Values can be passed to the function or
delayed through parameters. These parameters&lt;/exception&gt; &lt;/execution&gt; &lt;/declaration_part&gt; &lt;/datatype&gt; &lt;/procedure_name&gt; &lt;/procedure_name&gt; in the caller's statement. In addition to the RETURN function, the function can return the value through the OUT parameters. Because it always returns the value, the call statement always populates the
variables with the assignment operator. Syntax or Replace Function &lt;procedure_name&gt;( ) BACK [ IS &lt;parameterl in/out=&gt;&lt;/parameterl&gt; &lt;datatype&gt; &lt;datatype&gt;| AS ] &lt;declaration_part&gt;BEGIN &lt;execution part=&gt;EXCEPTION &lt;handling= part=&gt;END; CREATE FUNCTION instructs the compiler to create a new function. The keyword OR
REPLACE instructs the compiler to replace the existing function (if any). The function name must be unique. The RETURN data type should be mentioned. The keyword IS is used when the procedure is nested in other blocks. If the procedure is self-contained, then AS will be used. Different than this coding standard, both have the same meaning. Example1: Creating a function
and calling using the anonymous block in this program creates a function that takes the name as input and returns the welcome message as output. We will use an anonymous block and select the statement to invite the feature. CREATE A WELCOME_MSGJUNE (P_NAME VARCHAR2) IS A VIS FUNCTION. CHAR2 IS BEGIN RETURN ('Welcome'|| p_name); END; / DECLARE
lv_msg VARCHAR2(250); BEGIN lv_msg := welcome_msg_func ('Guru99'); dbms_output.put_line(lv_msg); END; SELECT welcome_msg_func('Guru99:) THE DOUBLE; Code explanation: p_name welcome_msg_func line 1.2: declaration of return type VARCHAR2Code 5. Code Line 8: Anonymous block to call the above function. Sequence 9: Declare the variable with the same
data type as the function's return data type. Line of code 11: Call the function and upload the return value to the lv_msg variable. Line of code 12: Prints the value of the variable. The output you get here is welcome guru99code line 14: Calling the same function via select statement. The return value is directed directly to the standard output. Similarities procedure and functionBoth
can be called other PL /SQL blocks. If you do not handle the exception in the sub-program during the exception handling phase of the sub-program, it will propagate to the call block. Both can have as many parameters as necessary. Both are treated as PL/SQL database objects. Procedure Vs. Function: Key DifferencesProcedure Function Mainly used to perform a certain process
Used primarily to perform certain calculationsIt is not possible to call select statement The function that does not contain DML statement can be called SELECT statementUse OUT parameter tados return the valueBack to the valueIt is not mandatory to return the valueIt is mandatory to return the valueReleave simply exit the control subprogram. Returns exits subprogram and
returns Return&lt;/exception&gt; &lt;/execution&gt; &lt;/datatype&gt; &lt;/datatype&gt; &lt;/procedure_name&gt; &lt;/procedure_name&gt; not specified at the time of creationAt the time of creation at the time of creationBuyed functions PL/SQLPL/SQL contain various built-in functions for working with strings and date data type. Here we will see the features you use most often and
how to use them. Transformation functions These built-in functions are used to convert one data type to another data type. Function name usage example TO_CHAR converts the other data type to a character TO_CHAR(123); TO_DATE ( string, format ) Converts the specified string to this day. The string must match the format. TO_DATE(2015-JAN-15,
Yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy Output: 1/15/2015 TO_NUMBER (text, format) Converts text to the number type of the specified format. 9 informats represent the number of digits TO_NUMBER(1234.9999) from the double; Output: 1234 Select TO_NUMBER('1,234.45','9,999.99') is double; Output: 1234String functionsThi are the
functions that are used on the character's data type. Function name usage in INSTR(text, string, start, occurrence) Specifies the position of specific text in that string. Select INSTR('AIRPLANE','E',2,1) with dual output: 2 Select INSTR('AIRPLANE','E', 2.2) the double output: 9 (2. occurrence of E) SUBSTR (text, start, length) Specifies the substring value of the main string. text -
main string start - initial position length - substringed select substr('aeroplane', 1,7) from the double output: aeropla UPPER (text)The specified text is capitalized: Select upper('guru99') from the double output; Output: GURU99 LOWER (text )Returns the lowercase value of the specified text: Select the lower (AerOpLane) text from the double text; Output: INITCAP aeroplane
(text)Outputs the specified text, capitalized. Select ('my story') the dual Output: Guru99 Select ('my story') for dual Output: My Story LENGTH (text) Returns the length of a string Select LENGTH ('guru99') of two; Output: 6 LPAD (text, length, pad_char) The string on the left side of the specified length (full string) with the specified character Select LPAD('guru99', 10, '$') is double;
Output: $$$$guru 99 RPAD (text, length, pad_char) On the right side of the specified length (full string), padding the string with that character Select RPAD('guru99',10,'-') from the dual output: guru99---- LTRIM ( text ) From Select LTRIM(' Guru99' ) the leading white space is cut off from the double; Output: Guru99 RTRIM (text) Trims the trailing white space from the text Select
RTRIM('Guru99') to double; Output; Guru99 Date featuresThi are features that are used to manipulate dates. Function name usage ADD_MONTHS (date, number of months) The specified months to date ADD_MONTH(2015-01-01',5); Output: 05/01/2015 SYSDATEAA server's current date and time, SYSDATE is selected as dual; Output: 10/4/2015 2:11:43 PM TRUNCRound a
date variable for the lower possible value select sysdate, TRUNC (sysdate) is double; Output: 10/4/2015 2:12:39 PM 10/4/2015 ROUNDRounds the date to the nearest border or higher or lower Select the scold, ROUNDING (sysdate) from dual output: 10/4/2015 2:14:34 PM 10/5/2015 MONTHS_BETWEENReturns number of months between two dates Select
MONTHS_BETWEEN (sysdate+60, sysdate) from dual output: 2 In summary, in this chapter, we learned the following. Create a procedure and call different waysHow to create a function and call similarities and differences in different ways between Procedure and FunctionParameters and RETURN common terminologies in PL/SQL sub-programsCommunicable built-in functions in
Oracle PL/SQLPage 2Specially built-in functions occur when the PL/SQL engine encounters an instruction that it cannot execute at runtime. These errors will not be recorded at the time of assembly and should therefore only be handled at run time. For example, if the PL/SQL engine is instructed to divide any number by 0, the PL/SQL engine discards it as an exception. The
exception only arises at the running time of the PL/SQL engine. Exceptions stop the program from further implementation, so to avoid such a state it must be recorded and managed separately. This process is called exception handling, in which the programmer handles the exception at runtime. In this tutorial, you'll learn the following topics: Exception handling handles exception
exceptions at the block level, so if any exceptions occur in any block, the control will come out of the execution section of the block. The exception is then handled in the exception handling section of the block. After handling the exception, the control cannot be resended to the execution stage of the block. The syntax below shows how to catch and handle the exception.
&lt;execution block=&gt;LET'S START. . . exceptionl_name EXCEPTION EXCEPTION= code= for= the= exception= 1= _name''=&gt;OTHERS, THEN &lt;Default exception= handling= code= for= all= exceptions=&gt;END; Syntax explanation: In the syntax above, the exception handling block contains a series of WHEN criteria to handle the exception. Each WHEN condition is
followed by the exception name, which is expected to rise at the time of run. If any exception occurs at runtime, the PL/SQL engine is displayed in the exception exception exception management section of that exception. This is the first WHEN clause, and you'll be looking for me one after the other. When you find that the exception is handled for the triggered exception, you will
perform the specific handling code section. If none of the WHEN clauses are included in the raised exception, the PL/SQL engine executes when others (if any). This is common for all exceptions. After the exception is executed, the component control is removed from the current block. Only one exception&lt;/Default&gt; &lt;/exceptionl_name&gt; &lt;/execution&gt;
&lt;/execution&gt; runtime to a block. After it is executed, the control skips the remaining exception handling section and exits the current block. Note: WHEN OTHERS should always be in the last place in the series. The exception treatment section displayed after WHEN OTHERS will never get executed as the controller will exit from the block after executing the WHEN MORE.
Exception typesTwo exceptions are in Pl/SQL. ExceptionsPredefined ExceptionsOracle predefined by ExceptionsUser is predefined with some common exceptions. These exceptions have a unique exception name and error number. These exceptions are already defined in Oracle's STANDARD package. You can use these predefined exception names directly in the code to
manage them. Below are some predefined exception exceptions Exception error code exception ACCESS_INTO_NULL ORA-06530 Assign value to attributes of non-initialized objects ORA-06592 CASE_NOT_FOUND ORA-06592 WHEN clause in case statement is not met. and no ELSE clause is specified COLLECTION_IS_NULL using ORA-06531 collection method (except
EXISTS) or accessing collection attributes on a non-initialized collection CURSOR_ALREADY_OPEN ORA-06511 tries to try ORA-06511 to try to open a cursor which is already open and DUP_VAL_ON_INDEX ora-00001 duplicate value in a database column. unique index INVALID_CURSOR ORA-01001 Invalid cursor actions, such as closing an unenached cursor
INVALID_NUMBER ORA-01722 Character conversion failed due to invalid NO_DATA_FOUND number character ORA-01403 when into statement contains tasors. ROW_MISMATCH ORA-06504 If the cursor variable data type is not compatible with the actual cursor return type SUBSCRIPT_BEYOND_COUNT ORA-06533 Reference collection based on an index number larger
than the collection size SUBSCRIPT_OUTSIDE_LIMIT ORA-06532 Referrer collection with an index number outside the legal range (e.g. -1) TOO_MANY_ROWS ORA-01422 When a SELECT statement with into clauses return more than one line VALUE_ERROR ORA-06502 arithmetic or size constraint error (e.g. assigning a value to a variable larger than the size of the variable)
ZERO_DIVIDE ORA-01476 is divided by an exceptionin oracle defined by 0, except for the exceptions predefined above, the programmer can create his own exception and manage them. These can be created at the sub-program level in the declaration section. These exceptions are visible only in that subprogram. The exception specified in the package specification is a public
exception and shows where the package is available. &lt; syntax:= at= subprogram= level= declare=&gt; &lt;exception_name&gt;EXCEPTION; &lt;Execution block=&gt;START EXCEPTION WHEN &lt;exception_name&gt;AFTER &lt;Handler&gt;ENDS; In the syntax above, the exception_name is of type EXCEPTION. It can be used, in a similar way as a predetermined exception.
Syntax:Package specification level &lt;package_name&gt;&lt;/package_name&gt; CREATE PACKAGE&lt;/Handler&gt; &lt;/exception_name&gt; &lt;/Execution&gt; &lt;/exception_name&gt; &lt;/exception_name&gt; &lt;exception_name&gt;EXCEPTION; . &lt;package_name&gt;end; In the syntax above, exception_name variable is defined as EXCEPTION in the
&lt;package_name&gt;specification of the package. This can be used in the database, where the package_name package called.PL/SQL ExceptionAll predefined exceptions are implicitly raised when the error occurs. However, user-defined exceptions must be explicitly proposed. This can be achieved by using the RAISE keyword. It may be used as mentioned below. If raise is
used separately, the exception that has already been triggered is propagated to the parent block. It can only be used in the exception block as follows. 100000 | FUNCTION ] &lt;Execution block=&gt;START EXCEPTION WHEN &lt;exception_name&gt;THEN &lt;Handler&gt;RAISE; END; Syntax explanation: In the syntax above, the RAISE keyword is used in the exception
handling block. When the program encounters exception exception_name, the exception is handled and must be filled in properlyBut the keyword RAISE is the exception handling part propagating this exception to the parent program. Note: While unblocking the parent block, the exception that is getting raised should also be visible to the parent block, otherwise oracle will throw an
error. You can use the RAISE keyword, followed by the exception name, to raise the user-defined/predefined exception. This can be used to highlight the exception in both the execution part and the exception handling section. 100000 | FUNCTION ] START &lt;Execution block=&gt;EXCEPTION &lt;exception_name&gt;RAISE WHEN &lt;exception_name&gt; &lt;Handler&gt;ENDS;
Syntax explanation: In the syntax above, raise is used in the execution section, followed by the exception_name exception. This raises this particular exception at the time of implementation and should be further addressed or put forward. Example 1: In this example, how to determine the exception How to raise the declared exception and propagate it to the main block DECLARE
Sample_exception EXCEPTION; PROCEDURE nested_block IS BEGIN Dbms_output.put_line('Inside nested block'); Dbms_output.put_line(Sample_exception from nested block); RAISE sample_exception; EXCEPTION when sample_exception is Dbms_output.put_line ('Raise to main block in nested block);' RAISE, END; BEGIN Dbms_output.put_line(Internal master block);
Dbms_output.put_line('Call nested block);' Nested_block; EXCEPTION when sample_exception is Dbms_output.put_line; END: / Code explanation: Code line 2: Declare the sample_exception as exception type. Line 3: Declaration procedure nested_block. Line 6: Print the Embedded Inner Block statement. Line 7: Print a Sample_exception from an embedded block statement.
Line 8: Highlight the exception by using the RAISE sample_exception method. kódsor: Kivételkezelő a kivételhez&lt;/Handler&gt; &lt;/exception_name&gt; &lt;/exception_name&gt; &lt;/Execution&gt; &lt;/Handler&gt; &lt;/exception_name&gt; &lt;/Execution&gt; &lt;/package_name&gt; &lt;/package_name&gt;&lt;/exception_name&gt; &lt;/package_name&gt;&lt;/exception_name&gt; in
the nested block. Line 11: Print the exception statement recorded in the Nested Block. Lift to the main block. Line of code 12: Raise the exception to the main block (propagation to the main block). Line of code 15: Print the statement within the Main Array. Line of code 16: Print the Call Nested Block statement. Line 17: call Nested_block procedure. Code line 19: The exception
handler for the sample_exception block. Line 20: Print the exception statement recorded in the main block. Important points must be noted in the ExceptionIn function, the exception must always return a value or further raise the exception. otherwise, oracle throws an error returned at runtime without the Function value. Transaction control statements can be specified in the
exception management block. SQLERRM and SQLCODE are the built-in functions that provide the exception message and code. If an exception is not handled, all active transactions in that session will be restored by default. RAISE_APPLICATION_ERROR (- , ) can be used to highlight an error with &lt;error_code&gt; &lt;error_message&gt;user code and message instead of
RAISE. The error code must be greater than 20000 and must have a prefix -. Summary After this article. should be able to work on the following aspects eg SQL Exceptions Manage exceptionsException exceptionException propagationPage 3Then tutorial, we will learn how to use SQL PL /SQL. Sql is the actual component that takes care of retrieving and updating data in the
database, while PL/SQL is the component that processes this data. Furthermore, in this article, we will also discuss how sql can be combined within the PL/SQL block. In this tutorial, you'll learn that selecting data to delete data from data refresh data in PL/SQLDML means the data manipulation language. These allegations are mainly used to carry out manipulation activities. It
deals with the following actions. Data InsertionData UpdateData DeletionData selection for PL / SQL, we can do data management only with SQL commands. Data InsertionIn PL /SQL, we can insert the data into any table using the SQL command INSERT INTO. This command takes the table name, table column, and column values as inputs and inserts the value into the base
table. The INSERT command can take values directly from another table by using the SELECT statement, rather than by using the values in each column. You can use the SELECT statement to insert as many rows as the base table contains. Syntax: BEGIN INSERT INTO &lt;table_name&gt;(&lt;column1&gt;,&lt;column2&gt;,... &lt;column_n&gt;)
VALUES(&lt;valuel&gt;&lt;value2&gt;,...:&lt;value_n&gt;); END; The syntax above shows insert into. Table names and values are required fields, while column names are optional if the statements have values for all columns in the table. The VALUES keyword is required if the values are specified separately as above. Syntax: BEGIN INSERT INTO&lt;/value_n&gt;
&lt;/value2&gt;&lt;/valuel&gt; &lt;/column_n&gt; &lt;/column2&gt; &lt;/column1&gt; &lt;/table_name&gt; &lt;/error_message&gt; &lt;/error_code&gt; &lt;/error_code&gt; SELECT &lt;columnl&gt;,&lt;column2&gt;,.. &lt;column_n&gt;FROM &lt;table_name2&gt;; END; The syntax above shows the INSERT INTO command, which takes the values directly using the &lt;table_name2&gt;a
SELECT command. In this case, the VALUES keyword cannot be present because the values are not specified separately. Refreshing data simply means updating the value of any column in the table. You can do this by using the UPDATE statement. This statement takes the table name, column name, and value as input and updates the data. Syntax: BEGIN UPDATE
&lt;table_name&gt;SET = , = = WHERE &lt;columnl&gt;&lt;VALUE1&gt;&lt;column2&gt;&lt;value2&gt;&lt;column_n&gt;&lt;value_n&gt; &lt;condition that= uniquely= identifies= the= that= that= needs= to= record= be= update=&gt;; END; The syntax above shows UPDATE. The SET keyword instructs the PL/SQL engine to update the column value with the specified value. If this
clause is not specified, the value of the column referred to by the entire table is updated. Deleting data means deleting an entire record from the database table. The DELETE command is used for this purpose. Syntax: BEGIN DELETE &lt;table_name&gt; &lt;condition that= uniquely= identifies= the= record= that= needs= to= be= update=&gt;FROM; END; The syntax above shows
the DELETE command. The FROM keyword is optional and the command behaves the same way with or without a FROM clause. If this clause is not specified, the entire table is deleted. Data selectionThe projection/retrieval of data means that you are late retrieving the necessary data from the database table. This can be achieved by using the SELECT command with the INTO
clause. The SELECT command retrieves the values from the database, and the INTO clause assigns these values to the local variable for the PL/SQL block. Below are the points that should be taken into account in the SELECT statement. The SELECT statement can return only one record while using the INTO clause, because a variable can store only one value. If the SELECT
statement returns more than one value than TOO_MANY_ROWS exception is displayed. If you do not receive any records, the exception NO_DATA_FOUND be handled. The number and data type of the columns in the SELECT clause must match the number and data types of the variables in the INTO clause. The values are retrieved and filled in the same order as mentioned
in the PivotTable report. When you use the INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE statement, the SELECT statement must not have a INTO clause, because in these cases it will not populate any variables. Syntax: BEGIN SELECT &lt;columnl&gt;,.. &lt;column_n&gt;Into &lt;vanable 1=&gt;,. .&lt;variable_n&gt; FROM &lt;table_name&gt;&lt;/table_name&gt; &lt;/variable_n&gt; &lt;/vanable&gt;
&lt;/column_n&gt; &lt;/columnl&gt; &lt;/condition&gt; &lt;/table_name&gt; &lt;/condition&gt; &lt;/value_n&gt; &lt;/column_n&gt; &lt;/value2&gt; &lt;/column2&gt; &lt;/columnl&gt; &lt;/table_name&gt; &lt;/table_name2&gt; &lt;/table_name2&gt; &lt;/column_n&gt; &lt;/column2&gt; &lt;/columnl&gt; &lt;/columnl&gt; &lt;condition to= fetch= the= required= records=&gt;; END; The syntax
above shows select-INTO. The FROM keyword is required to identify the table name from which the data should be read. If this clause is not specified, data from the entire table is retrieved. Example 1: In this example, we'll see how to perform DML operations in PL/SQL. The following four records are inserted into the EMP table. EMP_NAME EMP_NO SALARY MANAGER BBB
1000 25000 AAA XXX 1001 10000 BBB YYY 1002 10000 BBB ZZZ 1003 7500 BBB Then we will update your salary xxx to 15000 and we will have to delete your employee record ZZZ. Finally, we project the employee's data from XXX. DECLARE l_emp_name VARCHAR2[250] l_emp_no number; l_salary number; l_manager VARCHAR2(250); BEGIN INSERT INTO
emp(emp_name,emp_no,salary,manager) VALUES('BBB',1000,25000,'AAA); INSERT INTO emp(emp_name,emp_no,salary,manager) VALUES('XXX',1001,10000,'BBB); INSERT INTO emp(emp_name,emp_no,salary,managed VALUES(YYY',1002,10000,'BBB'); INSERT INTO emp(emp_name,emp_no,salary,manager) VALUES(ZZZ',1003,7500,'BBB'): COMMIT;
Dbms_output.put_line('Inserted values'); UPDATE EMP SET Payment =15000 WHERE emp_name='XXX; COMMIT; Dbms_output.put_line('Updated values'); DELETE emp WHERE emp_name=ZZZ; COMMIT: Dbms_output.put_line('Values Deleted);' SELECT emp_name,emp_no,salary,manager into l_emp_name,l_emp_no,l_salary,l_manager FROM emp WHERE
emp_name='XXX; Dbms output.put line(Employee details); Dbms_output.put_line('Employee Name:'|| l_emp_name); Dbms_output.put_line('Employee Number:'|| l_emp_no); Dbms_output.put_line('Employee pay:'|| l_salary); Dbms output.put line('Emplovee Manager Name:'|| l_manager): END; /Output: Values Inserted values Updated values Delete employee details Employee
name:XXX Employee No.:1001 Employee pay:15000 Employee manager name:BBBCode Explanation: Code line 2-5: Declare the variable. Lines 7 through 14: Insert records in the EMP table. Code line 15: Insert transactions. Code line 17-19: Update employee's salary for employee XXX to line 15000Code 20: Commit the update transaction. Line 22: Delete the ZZZ'Code 23
code line record: Commit the deletion transaction. Line of code 25-27: Select the XXX record and upload l_emp_name, l_emp_no, l_salary l_manager to the variable. Line 28-32: Display the value of the records that have been accessed. Page 4A cursor is a pointer to this context area. Oracle creates an environment area to process an SQL statement that contains all the
information about the statement. PL/SQL allows the programmer to control the environment area through the cursor. The cursor holds the rows returned by the SQL statement. Rows to be held down by the cursor are called active sets. You can also name these cursors so that you can reference them from another location in the code. In this tutorial you will learn- Implicit cursor
explicit kurzor attribútumok for hurok &lt;/condition&gt; &lt;/condition&gt; Instructions The cursor is of two types. Implicit CursorExplicit CursorImplicit Kurzimplicit cursor: If any DML action occurs in the database, an implicit cursor is created that contains the relevant rows in that operation. These cursors cannot be named and cannot be verified or referenced from another location in
the code. You can only refer to the last cursor through the cursor attributes. Explicit cursor programmers can create a named environment to perform DML operations so that it can be better controlled. The explicit cursor must be defined in the declaration section of the PL/SQL block and created for the SELECT statement to be used in the code. Here are the steps to work with
explicit cursors. Declaring the cursor to declare the cursor simply means creating a named context area for the SELECT statement defined in the declaration section. The name of the context area matches the name of the cursor. Open cursor Opening the cursor instructs PL/SQL to reserve the cursor's memory. This prepares the cursor to retrieve the records. Retrieve data from
the cursor In this process, the SELECT statement is executed and the rows retrieved are stored in the allocated memory. These are now called active inventory. Retrieving data from the cursor is a record-level activity, which means you can access the data by record. Each pull instruction will retrieve an active pool and contain information about that record. This statement matches
the SELECT statement, which retrieves the record and assigns the variable in the INTO clause, but does not bring exceptions. Close the cursorIf all records are retrieved, you must close the cursor to free up memory allocated to this context area. Syntax: DECLARE CURSOR &lt;cursor_name&gt; IS ( IS ) &lt;SELECT statement^=&gt;&lt;cursor_variable declaration=&gt;START
OPEN &lt;cursor_name&gt;; &lt;cursor_name&gt;BE A ; . &lt;cursor_variable&gt;. CLOSE &lt;cursor_name&gt;; END; In the syntax above, the declaration part contains the cursor declaration and the cursor variable in which the scanned data will be assigned. A cursor plank is created for the SELECT statement specified in the cursor declaration. In the execution section, the
declared cursor opens, fetches, and closes. Cursor attributes Both the implicit cursor and the explicit cursor have certain attributes that are available. These attributes provide more information about cursor actions. Below are the different cursor attributes and their use. Cursor attribute description %FOUND Returns the logical result 'TRUE' if the last fetch operation successfully
fetched a record or returns a false value. %NOTFOUND This operation works counter to %FOUND and returns TRUE if the last fetch operation failed to retrieve any records. %ISOPEN The logical RETURNS TRUE if the cursor is already open, otherwise it returns 'FALSE' %ROWCOUNT Returns the function.&lt;/cursor_name&gt; &lt;/cursor_variable&gt; &lt;/cursor_name&gt;
&lt;/cursor_name&gt; &lt;/cursor_variable&gt;&lt;/SELECT&gt;&lt;/cursor_name&gt; &lt;/cursor_variable&gt;&lt;/SELECT&gt;&lt;/cursor_name&gt; Value. Specifies the actual number of records affected by the DML activity. Example 1: In this example, we'll show you how to declare, open, draw, and close the explicit cursor. The employee's name is projected from the emp table
using a cursor. The cursor attribute is also used to set the loop to read all records from the cursor. THE CURSOR DECLARE GURU99_DET IS SELECT emp_name FROM EMP; lv_emp_name emp.emp_name% type; START THE GURU99_DET; LOOP FETCH guru99_det LV_EMP_NAME; IF GURU99_DET% IS NOT FOUND, QUIT; END IF; Dbms_output.put_line('Call
employee:'|| lv_emp_name); CLOSING LOOP; Dbms_output.put_line('Total lines called || guru99_det%R0WCOUNT); GURU99_DET of the computer; END: /Output Employee Fetched:BBB Employee Fetched:XXX Employee Fetched:YYY Total rows fetched is 3Code Explanation: Code line 2: Declaring the cursor guru99_det for statement 'SELECT emp_name FROM emp'. Line
3: Declares the lv_emp_name value. Line 5: Open the cursor guru99_det. Line 6: Set up the Base Cycle statement to retrieve all records in the emp table. Line 7: Retrieves the guru99_det data and assigns the value to lv_emp_name. Line 9: Use the cursor attribute %NOTFOUND to determine whether all records in the cursor are delayed. If retrieved, it returns TRUE and the
control exits the loop, otherwise the control will continue to retrieve the data from the cursor and print the data. Line 11: Exit condition for the cycle order. Line 12: Prints the name of the employee who was called. Line 14: Use the cursor attribute '%ROWCOUNT' to find the total number of records affected/requested in the cursor. Sequence 15: After exiting the cycle, the cursor
closes and the allocated memory is free. For Loop Cursor statement FOR LOOP statement can be used for working cursors. In the FOR loop statement, you can enter the cursor name instead of the range limit, so that the loop will work from the first record of the cursor to the last record of the cursor. The cursor variable, the cursor is opened, the cursor is called and closed
implicitly by the FOR loop. Syntax: DECLARE CURSOR &lt;cursor_name&gt; IS ( IS ) &lt;SELECT statement=&gt;; I &lt;cursor_name&gt; In Loop begins. . CLOSING LOOP; END; In the syntax above, the declaration part contains the cursor declaration. A cursor plank is created for the SELECT statement specified in the cursor declaration. In the execution section, the declared
cursor is set in the FOR loop, and in this case cycle variable I will appear as a cursor variable. Example 1: In this example, the names of all employees are projected from the emp table using a cursor-FOR cycle. THE CURSOR DECLARE GURU99_DET IS SELECT emp_name FROM EMP; BEGIN FOR lv_emp_name IN guru99_det LOOP Dbms_output.put_line('Employee
Fetched:'|| lv_emp_name.emp_name); CLOSING LOOP; END; /Output Employee Fetched:BBB Employee Fetched:XXX Employee Fetched:YYYCode Explanation: 2. A kurzor deklarálása guru99_det a SELECT emp_name FROM emp utasításhoz. Kód &lt;/cursor_name&gt;&lt;/SELECT&gt;&lt;/cursor_name&gt; &lt;/cursor_name&gt;&lt;/SELECT&gt;&lt;/cursor_name&gt; 4:
Assemble the for loop of the cursor with the lv_emp_name loop variable. Line of code 5: Prints the employee's name in each repetition of the cycle. Sequence 8: Exit loop Note: Cursor attributes cannot be used in the Cursor-FOR loop because the cursor is implicitly opened, retrieved, and closed by the FOR loop. Page 5Bulk COLLECT reduces the environment change between
SQL and the PL/SQL engine and allows the SQL engine to read records at the same time. Oracle PL/SQL provides the bulk retrieval feature of records, not individually. This BULK COLLECT can be used in the SELECT statement to bulk upload records or retrieve the cursor in bulk. Because BULK COLLECT retrieves the record in BULK, the INTO clause must always contain a
collection type variable. The main advantage of using BULK COLLECT is that it increases performance by reducing the interaction between the database and the PL/SQL engine. Syntax: SELECT &lt;columnl&gt; BULK BULK_VARAIBLE &lt;table name=&gt;; FETCH &lt;cursor_name&gt;BULK COLLECT &lt;bulk_varaible&gt;INTO; In the syntax above, BULK COLLECT collects
data from select and fetch statements. In this tutorial you will learn- FORALL clause LIMIT CLAUSE BULK COLLECT Attributes FORALL clauseThe FORALL allows you to perform DML operations on data in bulk. This is similar to the FOR loop statement, except for for loop things that happen at record-level, while forall has no LOOP concept. Instead, the entire data in that range
is processed at the same time. Syntax: ALL &lt;loop_variable&gt;a&lt;lower range=&gt; .. &lt;higher range=&gt; &lt;DML operations=&gt;; In the above syntax, the specified DML operation is performed on the entire data present between the lower and higher ranges. LIMIT clauseA bulk data collection concept loads the entire data into the target collection variable in bulk, i.e. the
entire data is stored in the collection variable in a single hop. But this is not recommended, if the total record that needs to be loaded is very large, because when PL/SQL tries to load the entire data, it consumes more session memory. Therefore, it is always good to limit the size of the bulk collect operation. However, this size limit can be easily reached by introducing the
ROWNUM condition in the SELECT statement, whereas it is not possible for the cursor. To combat this, Oracle has issued a LIMIT clause specifying the number of records to be included in bulk. Syntax: FETCH &lt;cursor_name&gt;BULK COLLECT INTO LIMIT &lt;bulk_variable&gt; &lt;size&gt;; In the syntax above, the cursor fetch instruction uses the bulk collect statement and
the LIMIT clause. BULK COLLECT AttributesSimilar to cursor attributes BULK COLLECT has %BULK_ROWCOUNT(n) that returns the number of rows affected in the nth DML statement of the FORALL statement, i.e. this specifies the number of records involved in the FORALL statement minden egyes értékére vonatkozóan. Az n kifejezés az értéksorozatot jelöli.&lt;/size&gt;
&lt;/bulk_variable&gt; &lt;/cursor_name&gt; &lt;/DML&gt; &lt;/higher&gt; &lt;/lower&gt; &lt;/loop_variable&gt; &lt;/bulk_varaible&gt; &lt;/cursor_name&gt;&lt;/table&gt;&lt;/columnl&gt; &lt;/cursor_name&gt;&lt;/table&gt;&lt;/columnl&gt; the collection that requires the serial number. Example 1: In this example, all employee names in the emp table are projected using BULK COLLECT,
and the salaries of all employees are increased by 5,000 using FORALL. THE CURSOR DECLARE GURU99_DET IS SELECT emp_name FROM EMP; THE LV_EMP_NAME_TBL TYPE TABLE VARCHAR2 (50); lv_emp_name lv_emp_name_tbl; START THE GURU99_DET; FETCH guru99_det BULK to collect lv_emp_name LIMIT 5000; The lv_emp_name c_emp_name. First..
lv_emp_name. LAST LOOP Dbms_output.put_line('Call employee:'|| c_emp_name); END LOOP: FORALL i lv_emp_name. First.. lv emp_name. LAST UPDATE EMP SET salaiy=salary+5000 WHERE emp_name=lv_emp_name(i); COMMIT; Dbms_output.put_line(Payment Updated); GURU99_DET of the computer; END; /Output Employee Fetched:BBB Employee Fetched:XXX
Employee Fetched:YYY Salary UpdatedCode Explanation: Line 2: Declare cursor guru99_det for SELECT emp_name FROM emp statement. Line 3: Declare lv_emp_name_tbl varchar2(50)lv_emp_name_tbl lv_emp_name line 4 6: Open the cursor. Sequence 7: Retrieve the cursor using BULK COLLECT with a variable of 5000 intl lv_emp_name variable. Line 8-11: Set the FOR
cycle to record all records in lv_emp_name. Code line 12: Forall updates the salaries of all employees in 5000.Code 14: Commit the transaction. The 6TCL page represents transaction verification statements. Either save the pending transactions or restore the pending transaction. These instructions play a vital role because if the transaction does not save the changes, the DML
statements are not saved in the database. Below are the various TCL statements. COMMIT Saves all pending transaction rollback throws away all pending transactionsSAVEPOINT Creates a point in the transaction that rollback can later be performed to rollback all pending transactions to discard until the specified &lt;save point=&gt; The transaction is completed in the following
scenarios. If any of the above instructions are issued (except SAVEPOINT)When issuing DDL instructions. (DDL automatic commit instructions) When the DCL statements are issued. (DCL automatic commit instructions) We are the autonomous TransactionIn PL/SQL, all changes to the data are called transactions. A transaction is considered complete if you apply the
save/discard to it. If you do not receive a save/discard, the transaction is considered incomplete and changes to the data will not be finalized on the server. Regardless of the changes made during press time, PL/SQL treats the entire change as a single transaction, and saving/discarding the transaction affects the entire pending changes in that session. Autonomous Transaction
provides the developer with a feature in which it allows you to make changes in a separate transaction and make the transaction without hogy &lt;/save&gt; &lt;/save&gt; the main session transaction. You can also specify this at the autonomous transaction sub-program level. For any sub-program to work in another transaction, the PRAGMA AUTONOMOUS_TRANSATION must
be specified in the declarative part of that block. Instructs the compiler to treat this as a separate transaction, and the save/discard within the block does not appear in the main transaction. The commit or rollback release time is mandatory before exiting the autonomous transaction for the main transaction, because only one transaction can be active at any time. So if we have
made an autonomous transaction we need to save and complete the transaction, then only we can withdraw from the main transaction. Syntax: DECLARE PRAGMA AUTONOMOUS_TRANSACTION; . START &lt;executin_part&gt; [COMMIT| RESTORE] END; /In the syntax above, the block is dissued as a standalone transaction. Example 1: In this example, we will understand
how the autonomous transaction works. DEklaral l_salary number; PROCEDURE nested_block IS PRAGMA autonomous_transaction; BEGIN UPDATE emp SET payment = salary + 15000 WHERE emp_no = 1002; COMMIT; END; START SELECT THE SALARY L_SALARY FROM EMP WHERE EMP_NO = 1001; dbms_output.put_line('Before you pay 1001'|| l_salary);
SELECT PAYMENT FROM L_SALARY EMP WHERE EMP_NO = 1002; dbms_output.put_line('Is before 1002 payment'|| l_salary); UPDATE emp SET payment = salary + 5000 WHERE emp_no = 1001; nested_block; RESTORE; SELECT payment l_salary from emp WHERE emp_no = 1001; dbms_output.put_line('After payment 1001 is'|| l_salary); SELECT PAYMENT FROM
L_SALARY EMP WHERE EMP_NO = 1002; dbms_output.put_line('|| will be used after 1002 l_salary); end; Before output:Pay before 1001 15000:Pay after 1002 10000:Pay after 1001 15000:Pay 1002 25000 Code Explanation: Code line 2: Declare l_salary number. Code line 3: Declare nested_block procedure code line4: The nested_block procedure
AUTONOMOUS_TRANSACTION. Line 7-9: Increase the salary of employee 1002 to 15000. Code line 10: Commit the transaction. Line 13-16: Prints salary information for employee 1001 and 1002 before changes. Code line 17-19: Increase the salary of employee 1001 to 5,000. Code line 20: Call nested_block procedure; Code line 21: Discard the main transaction. Code line
22-25: Prints salary information for employee 1001 and 1002 after changes. The pay rise for employee number 1001 is not displayed because the main transaction has been discarded. The pay rise for employee 1002 is displayed because this block was made as a separate transaction and saved at the end. So regardless of the rescue /discard the main transaction changes
autonomous transaction saved without affecting the main transaction changes. The 7PL/SQL package is a logical grouping of a related subprogram (procedure/function) into a single element. &lt;/executin_part&gt;the translation and is stored as a later database object that can be used later. In this tutorial, you'll learn that the packagespl/sql package components are made up of two
components. Package specificationPackage BodyPackage SpecificationPackage specification consists of declarations of all public variables, cursors, objects, procedures, functions, and exceptions. Below are some features of the package specification. The items in the specification are also available from outside the packaging. Such elements are known as public elements. The
specification of the package is a standalone element, which means that it can exist alone without the trunk of the package. When a package is referenced, a copy of the package is created in that session. After you create the instance for a session, all package items initiated in that instance are valid until the end of the session. Syntax CREATE [OR REPLACE] PACKAGE



&lt;package_name&gt; &lt;sub_program and= public= element= declaration=&gt;. END &lt;package name=&gt;The syntax above shows how to create a package specification. Package BodyIt consists of the definition of all the elements that are present in the package specification. You must also specify items that are not declared in the specification, these elements are called
private elements, and can only be called from within the package. Below are the characteristics of the body of the package. It must contain the definitions of all subprograms/cursors declared in the specification. You can also have multiple sub-programs or other items that are not declared in the specification. These are the so-called private elements. This is a trusted object and
depends on the specification of the package. The packet body status will be invalid when the specification is translated. Therefore, after compiling the specification, it should be re-compiled each time. Personal items must first be defined before they can be used in the body of the package. The first part of the package is the Global Declaration section. This includes variables,
cursors, and private items (declarations) that are visible to the entire package. The last part of the package is initialize a part that executes once when a package is first referenced in the session. Syntax: CREATE [OR REPLACE] PACKAGE BODY &lt;package_name&gt;E &lt;global_declaration part=&gt; &lt;Private element= definition=&gt; &lt;sub_program and= public= element=
definition=&gt;. &lt;Package initialization=&gt;END &lt;package_name&gt;The syntax above shows the creation of the packet body. Now we see how to refer to package items in the program. Referring to package itemsAfter the items are declared and defined in the package, you need to refer the items to use them. All public items in the package, separated by the package name
and then by the item name, that is, &lt;package_name&gt;&lt;element_name&gt;. The public variable for the package can be used in the same way to assign the package and &lt;/element_name&gt; &lt;/package_name&gt; &lt;/package_name&gt; &lt;/Package&gt; &lt;/Private&gt; &lt;/global_declaration&gt; &lt;/package_name&gt; &lt;/package&gt; &lt;/sub_program&gt;
&lt;/package_name&gt; &lt;/package_name&gt; that is, &lt;package_name&gt;.&lt;variable_name&gt; Create a package in eg/SQLIn PL/SQL, when a packet refers/calls in a session, a new instance is created for that package. Oracle provides the option to initialize package items or perform any activity when creating an instance through package initialization. This is nothing more
than an execution block that is written in the body of the package after all package items have been defined. This block is thre ed when a packet is first referred to in the session. Syntax CREATE [OR REPLACE] PACKAGE &lt;package_name&gt;BODY &lt;Private element= definition=&gt; &lt;sub_program and= public= element= definition=&gt;IS . BEGINE &lt;Package
initialization=&gt;END The syntax &lt;package_name&gt;above shows the definition of packet initialization in the packet body. Forward DeclarationsForward statement/reference to the package is nothing more than declaring the private elements separately and defining it in the later part of the package body. Private items can only be referred if they are already in the body of the
package. Therefore, we use the forward declaration. But this is quite unusual, because in most cases the private elements are declared and laid on the first part of the package body. The forwarding statement is an option provided by Oracle, optional, and the use and use of it is compliant with the programming requirement. Syntax: CREATE [OR REPLACE] PACKAGE BODY
&lt;package_name&gt;E &lt;Private element= declaration=&gt;. . . &lt;Public element= definition= that= refer= the= above= private= element=&gt; . . &lt;Private element= definition=&gt; . Starts with &lt;package_initialization code=&gt;; END &lt;package_name&gt;The syntax above shows the forwarding declaration. Private items are declared separately in the front of the package
and defined later. Use cursors in the packageReversely unlike other elements, which you should be careful using cursors within the package. If the cursor is specified in the package specification or in the global part of the package body, the cursor is retained until the end of the session after opening. Therefore, cursor attributes (%ISOPEN' must always be used to check the status
of the cursor before referring to it. OverloadingOverloading is the concept of having many sub-programs of the same name. These sub-programs differ by a number of parameters or parameter types or return types, i.e. subprograms with the same name but different number of parameters, different types of parameters, or different retypes are considered overloads. This is useful
when many sub-programs have to perform the same task, but calling each program must be different. In this case, the sub-program name remains the same for everyone, and the parameters change according to the call instruction. Example 1: In this example, we will create a package that will enter and set up the értékeit az emp táblában. A get_record függvény visszaadja a
rekordtípus kimenetét a&lt;/package_name&gt; &lt;/package_initialization&gt; &lt;/Private&gt; &lt;/Public&gt; &lt;/Private&gt; &lt;/package_name&gt; &lt;/package_name&gt; &lt;/Package&gt; &lt;/sub_program&gt; &lt;/Private&gt; &lt;/package_name&gt; &lt;/variable_name&gt; &lt;/package_name&gt; &lt;/package_name&gt; employee number, and the set_record inserts the record
type record into the emp table. Step 1) Create or replace a package specification to create guru99_get_set IS procedure set_record (p_emp_rec INmp%ROWTYPE); FUNCTION Knife record (p_emp no number) RETURN emp%ROWTYPE; END guru99_get_set: /Output: The package created line 1-5 of Code ExplanationCode: Create the package specification guru99_get_set a
procedure and a function. These two are now public elements of the package. Step 2) The package contains the body of the package, where all procedures and functions are actually defined. In this step, the Package Body is created. CREATING OR REPLACING PACKAGE GURU99_GET_SET IS SET_RECORD(P_EMP_REC IN EMP%ROWTYPE) IS PRAGMA
AUTONOMOUS_TRANSACTION; BEGIN INSERT INTO emp VALUES(p_emp_rec.emp_name,p_emp_rec.emp_no; p_emp_rec.salary,p_emp_rec.manager); COMMIT; END set_record; Function get_record(p_emp_no number) RETURN emp%ROWTYPE l_emp_rec emp%ROWTYPE; BEGIN SELECT * INTO L_EMP_REC FROM emp, where emp_no=p_emp_no RETURN
l_emp_rec; END get_record; BEGUN dbms_output.put_line('Control is now executing the initialization part of the packet); END guru99_get_set: / Output: The body of the package created the Code Explanation code line 7: Create the body of the package. Lines 9-16: Definition of the element indicated set_record specification. This is the same as defining the stand-alone procedure
in PL/SQL. Line of Code 17-24: Define get_record the item. This is the same as defining a stand-alone function. Line 25-26: Defines the initialization part of the package. Step 3) Create an anonymous block to insert and display records referring to the package created above. DECLARE l_emp_rec emp%ROWTYPE; l_get_rec emp%ROWTYPE; BEGIN dbms output.put line('Insert
new record for employee 1004'); l_emp_rec.emp_no:=l004; l_emp_rec.emp_name:='CCC'; l_emp_rec.salary~20000; l_emp_rec.manager:='BBB'; guru99_get_set.set_record(1_emp_rec); dbms_output.put_line('Inserted record);' dbms output.put line(Call call function to display inserted record): l_get_rec:=guru99_get_set.get_record(1004); dbms_output.put_line('Employee name: '||
l_get_rec.emp_name); dbms_output.put_line('Employee Number:'|| l_get_rec.emp_no); dbms_output.put_line('Employee pay:'|| l_get_rec.payment ); dbms output.put line('Employee manager:'|| 1_get_rec.manager); END: / Output: Insert a new record for employee 1004: Insert the new record for control 1004 now performs the initialization part of the package The inserted call
function to display the inserted record Employee Name: CCC Employee No.: 1004 Employee Salary: 20000 Employee Salary: BBB Code Explanation: Code line 34-37: Upload variable data for the record type in an anonymous block to call the set_record element of the package. Code line 38: A call was made to set_record guru99_get_set package. Now the package is instanced
and it remains until the end of the session. The initialization part of the package will be implemented as this call the package. The record inserted set_record the item in the table. Code line 41: Call the get_record item to display information about the employee you inserted. The package is referred to the get_record the second time. However, the initialization part will not be ed this
time, as the packet is already initialized in this session. Line 42-45: Print employee information. Dependency in packages, because the package logically groups related things, has certain dependencies. The following is an addiction that you need to take care of. The specification is a standalone object. The package body depends on the specification. The body of the package can
also be made separately. When you compile the specification, the body must be re-translated because it becomes invalid. The private-element sub-program in the packet body only needs to be specified for your own item declaration. The database objects mentioned in the specification and body must be in a valid state when the package is compiled. Package information After
packet information is created, package information, such as package source, sub-program details, and overload details, is available in Oracle data definition tables. The following table lists the data definition table and the package information that is available in the table. A table name description query provides ALL_OBJECT details about the package, such as object_id,
creation_date, last_ddl_time, and so on. It will contain objects created by all users. SELECT * ALL_OBJECTS, where object_name&lt;package_name&gt;=' USER_OBJECT will provide details about the package, such as object_id, creation_date, last_ddl_time, etc. The objects created by the current user will be included. SELECT * USER_OBJECTS location where
object_name&lt;package_name&gt;=' ' ALL_SOURCE the source of all user-created objects. SELECT * FROM all_source where name='&lt;package_name&gt;' USER_SOURCE Specifies the source of objects created by the current user. SELECT * user_source where name='&lt;package_name&gt;' ALL_PROCEDURES provides sub-program details such as object_id, overload
details, etc., created by all users. SELECT * FROM all_procedures Where object_name='&lt;package_name&gt;' USER_PROCEDURES specifies sub-program details, such as object_id, overload details, etc. SELECT * FROM user_procedures Where&lt;package_name&gt;object_name=' ' UTL FILE - The OverviewUTL File is a separate suite of utilities provided by Oracle to
perform advanced tasks. It is mainly used for reading and writing operating system files to PL/SQL packages or sub-programs. It got the separate function to put the information and to get the information from the files. It also allows you to read/read the native character set. The programmer can use this to write operating system files of any type, and the file will be written directly to
the The name and directory path will be mentioned at the time of writing. SummaryMi&lt;/package_name&gt; &lt;/package_name&gt; &lt;/package_name&gt; &lt;/package_name&gt; &lt;/package_name&gt; &lt;/package_name&gt; &lt;/package_name&gt; learned the packages eg/SQL, and you should now be able to work in the following. PL / SQL packages and componentsSyprait
packagesRecommable and overload package elementsTreat dependencies packetsView packet informationWhat is utl filepage 8TRIGGERS stored programs that are fired by oracle engine automatically when DML instructions such as insert, update, delete must be executed on the board or certain events occur. In the case of a trigger, the code to be cut can be determined
according to the requirement. You can select the event to which the trigger should be triggered and the timing of execution. The purpose of the trigger is to preserve the integrity of the information in the database. In this tutorial, you'll learn- TriggersFollowing benefits are the benefits of triggers. Automatically create some derived column values EnforceRefrevent integrityEnhing and
storing data on the table: Auditing tables Enable security permissions Disable security permissionsInvalued transaction Types in OracleTriggers can be classified based on the following parameters. Classification is triggered before the timing before trigger: The specified event occurs. AFTER Trigger: Activates after the specified event occurs. Trigger instead: A special type. Learn
more about more topics. (DML only) Classification based on the levelSTATEMENT level Trigger: Fires one time for the specified event statement. ROW Trigger: Triggered for all records that are affected by the specified event. (DML only) Classification is triggered when you specify EventDML Trigger: The DML event (INSERT/UPDATE/DELETE)DDL Trigger: When you specify the
DDL event (CREATE/ALTER)DATABASE Trigger: Activates when you specify the database event (LOGON/LOGOFF/STARTUP/SHUTDOWN)So each trigger is a combination of the parameters above. Create Trigger: TriggerBelow is the syntax for creating a trigger. CREATE [OR REPLACE] TRIGGER &lt;trigger_name&gt;[BEFORE | 1000000 INSTEAD OF ] [INSERT | UPDATE
| DELETE......] [MINDEN&lt;name of= underlying= object=&gt; LINE]&lt;condition for= trigger= to= get= execute=&gt; [WHEN] DECLARE BEGIN EXCEPTION &lt;Declaration part=&gt; &lt;Execution part=&gt; &lt;Exception handling= part=&gt;END; Syntax explanation: The syntax above shows the different optional statements of the trigger's conclusions. Before/AFTER specifies the
timing of the event. INSERT/UPDATE/LOGON/CREATE/etc. specifies the event at which the trigger should be started. The ON clause specifies on which object the aforementioned event is valid. For example, this will be the table name on which the DML event might occur for DML Trigger. The IF clause specifies the additional condition in which the trigger must be activated. The
declaration part, the execution part, the exception handling part is the same as the other PL/SQL block years. része és kivétel&lt;/Exception&gt; &lt;/Execution&gt; &lt;/Declaration&gt; &lt;/condition&gt; &lt;/name&gt; &lt;/trigger_name&gt; &lt;/trigger_name&gt; Part 10 optional.:NEW and:OLD clauseA line-level trigger triggers for all related rows. And sometimes you need to know
the value before and after the DML instruction. Oracle has provided two clauses in the RECORD-level trigger to keep these values. These clauses can be used to refer to old and new values within the trigger body. :NEW - Contains a new value for the base table/view columns during trigger execution:OLD - Retains the old value of the base table/view columns when the trigger is
executed. The table below shows which clause is valid for which DML statement (INSERT/UPDATE/DELETE). INSERT UPDATE DELETE:NEW VALID IS INVALID. There is no new value between the lowercase and uppercase deleting letters. :OLD INVALID. There is no old value valid in the insertion case, instead of Trigger Instead of trigger of the special type trigger. Used only
in DML triggers. Used when any DML event occurs in the composite view. Consider an example in which the view consists of 3 basic tables. If any DML events are added to this view, it becomes invalid because the data comes from 3 different tables. So instead of that, they use a trigger. INSTEAD TRIGGER is used to directly modify the base tables instead of changing the view of
the event. Example 1 In this example, we will create a composite view from two basic tables. Table_2 s the class table. Next, we'll see if a trigger is used instead to update UPDATE to issue a location detail statement in this composite view. We will also see that :NEW and:OLD are useful triggers. Step 1: Create the emp and dept tables with appropriate columns2: Populate the
table with sample valuesSet 3: Create a view of the table4: Refresh view instead of launcher5: Instead of the startup step, emp_no 6. emp_name VARCHAR2[50]), payment number, director VARCHAR2(50), dept_no NUMBER); / CREATE TABLE dept( Dept_no number, Dept_name VARCHAR2(50), LOCATION VARCHAR2(50)); / Code explanation code line 1-7: Create table
emp. Line of Code 8-12: Create a table class. Output table created 2. START PASTING INTO DEPT VALUES(10,HR,'USA); INSERTED INTO VALUE (20,SALES, UK); INSERTED INTO DEPT VALUES(30, FINANCIAL, JAPAN); COMMIT; END; / START PASTING INTO EMP VALUES(1000,'XXX5,15000,'AA',30); Insert into EMP VALUES(1001,'YYY5,18000,A',20); TO BE
INSERTED IN THE EMP VALUES(1002,'ZZZ5,20000,'A); COMMIT; END; / Code explanation code line 13-19: Insert data into the dept table. Line 20-26: Insert data into the emp table. Output PL/SQL procedure completed 3. CREATE VIEW guru99_emp_view( Employee_name:dept_name,location) AS SELECT emp.emp_name,dept.dept_name,dept.location FROM emp,dept
WHERE emp.dept_no=dept.dept_no; / SELECT * guru99_emp_view; Code explanation code line27-32: Create guru99_emp_view view. Line of code 33: guru99_emp_view query. ZZZHRUSA YYYSALESUK XXXJAPANSTEP 4) EMPLOYEE_NAMEDEPT_NAMELOCATION view created instead of the trigger. UPDATE GURU99_EMP_VIEW SET location='FRANCE' WHERE
employee_name=:'XXX; COMMIT; END; / Code explanation Code line 34-38: Update the location XXX of FRANCE. This raised the exception because DML statements are not allowed in the composite view. Output ORA-01779: You cannot change guru99_emp_view column that is not for a key-preserved table orOrA-06512: create trigger 2 guru99_view_modify_trg instead of
update it for each row guru99_emp_view, update dept SET location=:new.location Where dept_name=:old.dept_name; END; / Code Explanation Code Line 39: Create instead of triggering an UPDATE event in the guru99_emp_view view at the LINE level. It contains the update instruction to update the location in the base table dept. Sequence 44: The update instruction uses
':NEW' and ': OLD' to find the value of the columns before and after the update. Output trigger created step 6) Refresh the view instead of the trigger. Now the error doesn't come as the instead trigger will handle the refresh operation in the composite view. And when the code is implemented the location applied xxx will be updated in France by Japan. UPDATE
GURU99_EMP_VIEW SET location='FRANCE' WHERE EMPLOYEE_NAME='XXX COMMIT; END; / SELECT * guru99_emp_view; Code Explanation: Code line 49-53: Update location XXX of FRANCE. This is successful because the INSTEAD trigger stopped the actual update instruction in the view and updated the base table. Line of code: Check the updated record. Output:
The PL/SQL procedure successfully completed EMPLOYEE_NAMEDEPT_NAMELOCATION ZZZHRUSA YYYSALESUK XXXFRANCECOMPOUNDCompound TriggerThe Compound trigger is a trigger that allows you to specify actions for each of the four timing points in a single trigger body. The four different timing points are supported as follows. BEFORE STATEMENT -
levelBefore ROW - levelAFTER ROW - levelAFTER STATEMENT - levelIt provides the opportunity to combine different timing operations with the same trigger. CREATE [OR REPLACE] &lt;trigger_name&gt;TRIGGER The [INSERT | UPDATE | DELET.......] &lt;name of= underlying= object=&gt; &lt;Declarative part=&gt;START DECLARATION &lt;Execution part=&gt;BEFORE;
FINISH BEFORE THE PIVOTTABLE REPORT; BEFORE EACH LINE STARTS &lt;Execution part=&gt;; END ALL ROWS; After each line starts &lt;Execution part=&gt;; ENDS AFTER EACH LINE; After the statement is started &lt;Execution part=&gt;; AFTER COMPLETION INSTRUCTION; END; magyarázat:&lt;/Execution&gt; &lt;/Execution&gt; &lt;/Execution&gt;
&lt;/Execution&gt; &lt;/Declarative&gt; &lt;/name&gt; &lt;/trigger_name&gt; &lt;/trigger_name&gt; the syntax above shows the creation of the COMPOUND trigger. The declarative section is common in all execution blocks in the trigger body. These 4 timing blocks can be in any order. It is optional to use all of these 4 timing blocks. You can only create a COMPOUND trigger for the
necessary timings. Example 1: In this example, we create a trigger that automatically populates the pay column with the default value of 5,000. CREATE EMP_TRIG TRIGGER FOR INSERT INKON ON THE EMP COMPOUND TRIGGER BEFORE EACH LINE BEGINS:new.salary:=5000; END BEFORE EACH LINE; END emp_trig; / START INSERTING INTO EMP
VALUES(1004,'CCC',15000,'AA',30); COMMIT; END; / SELECT * FROM emp WHERE emp_no=1004; Code Explanation: Code line 2-10: Create a complex trigger. It is created before the line-level is created, populating the default payment value to 5000. This changes the payment to the default value of 5000 before inserting the record into the table. Line of code 11-14: Insert the
record in the emp table. Line of code 16: Check the inserted record. Output: The trigger successfully completed the PL/SQL procedure. EMP_NAMEEMP_NOSALARYMANAGERDEPT_NO CCC10045000AAAA30 You can enable or disable triggers. To enable or disable the trigger, you must specify an ALTER (DDL) statement for the trigger that disables or enables it. Below is the
syntax for enabling/disabling triggers. ALTER TRIGGER &lt;trigger_name&gt;[ENABLE| DISABLING]; CHANGE TABLE &lt;table_name&gt;[ENABLE| DISABLE] ALL TRIGGERS; Syntax explanation: The first syntax shows how to enable/disable a single trigger. The second statement shows you how to enable/disable all triggers in that table. Summary In this chapter, we learned
about PL/SQL triggers and their benefits. We also learned different classifications and discussed replacing trigger and compound trigger. Page 9Object-oriented programming is especially suitable for building reusable components and complex applications. They are centered around objects rather than actions, i.e. programs designed to work and interact with the entire object
rather than the only action. This concept allows the programmer to upload and manipulate details at the level of object entities. The following image shows an example of the type of object in which the bank account is considered an object integrity. Object attributes contain things that contain attribute values, such as Bank Account; this is account number, bank balance, etc. while
object methods describe things like interest rate calculation, generating bank statement, etc., which requires that certain process be completed. PL/SQL object-oriented programming is based on object types. An object type can represent any real entity. We 're going there are several object types in this chapter. AttributesMembers/MethodsAttributesAttributes a&lt;/table_name&gt;
&lt;/trigger_name&gt; &lt;/trigger_name&gt; storage of data. Each attribute is medied to the data type that specifies the type of processing and storage for that attribute. The attribute can be any valid PL/SQL data type, or it can be of any other object type. Members/methods or methods are sub-programs defined in the object type. It is not used to store data. These are primarily
used to determine the process within the object type. Examples of validating data before the object type is uploaded. They are declared in the object type section and defined in the object type body section of the object type. The body of the object type is optional. If there are no members, an object type does not contain a body part. You cannot create an object in the OracleAn
object at the subprogram level, you can create it only at the schema level. Once the object type is defined in the schema, the same can be used in sub-programs. The object type can be created by using CREATE TYPE. The body text can only be created after the object type has been created. &lt;object_type_name&gt; CREATE AS OBJECT ( &lt;attribute_l&gt;&lt;datatype&gt;, . .
; ; ; ; / CREATE BODY TEXT&lt;object_type_name&gt; AS OBJECT ( TAG[PROCEDURE| FUNCTION]&lt;member_name&gt; IS &lt;declarative section=&gt;BEGIN &lt;execution part=&gt;END; . . ); /Syntax Explanation: The syntax above shows the creation of object with attributes and OBJECT-BODY methods. Methods can also be overloaded in the object body. Initialize object
type declarationAs other components in e.g./SQL, object types must be declared before they can be used in . After you create an object type, you can use the declarative section of the subprogram to declare a variable for that object type. When a variable is declared as an object type in the sub-program, a new instance of the object type is created when it runs, and this newly
created instance can refer to the variable name. In this way, a single object type can store multiple values under different instances. &lt;variable_name&gt; &lt;object_type_name&gt;DECLARE; Begins. . END; /Syntax Explanation: The syntax above shows the declarative form of a variable as the object type in the declarative section. If the variable is declared as an object type in a
subprogram, it will be atomically null, meaning that the entire object itself will be null. You must initialize the values to use them in the program. These can be initialized using constructors. Constructors are the implicit methods of an object, which can be named with the same name as the object type. The following syntax shows how to initialize the object type. &lt;variable_name&gt;
&lt;object_type_name&gt;DECLARE; START &lt;variable_name&gt;:=&lt;object_type_name&gt;(); END; / Syntax Explanation: The above syntax shows the null initialization of the object type instance. Now the object itself is not null because it has been initialized, but attributes within the object értékűek lesznek, mivel nem rendeltünk értékeket ezekhez az attribútumokhoz. A
konstruktorok konstruktorai a&lt;/object_type_name&gt; &lt;/variable_name&gt; &lt;/object_type_name&gt; &lt;/variable_name&gt; &lt;/object_type_name&gt; &lt;/variable_name&gt; &lt;/execution&gt; &lt;/declarative&gt; &lt;/member_name&gt; &lt;/object_type_name&gt; &lt;/datatype&gt;&lt;/attribute_l&gt; &lt;/object_type_name&gt; &lt;/object_type_name&gt; an object method that
can be named with the same name as the object type. When the object is first referred, the constructor is called implicitly. You can also use these constructors to initialize objects. The constructor can be explicitly defined by defining the member in the body of the object type, with the object type name. Example 1: In the following example, use the object type tag to insert the record
into the emp table with values (RRR, 1005, 20000, 1000) and (PPP, 1006, 20000, 1001). After you insert the data, you will see the same object type member. We also use the explicit constructor to populate the manager ID by default with 1001 for the second record. We will implement it below. Step 1: Create object type Object type bodyStep2: Create an anonymous block to call
the object type you created through an implicit constructor emp_no 1005.Step3: Create an anonymous block to call the object type you created emp_no Step 1006.1 emp_no emp_object 1. emp_name VARCHAR2(50), payment number, driver number, constructor function emp_object(P_EMP_NO NUMBER, P_EMP_NAME VARCHAR2, P_SALARY NUMBER) BACK SELF AS
RESULT), TAG PROCEDURE Insert_records, TAG PROCEDURE display_records); / TYPE BODY EMP_OBJECT AS CONSTRUCTOR FUNCTION emp_object(p_emp_no NUMBER,P_EMP_NAME VARCHAR2, P_SALARY NUMBER) RETURN SELF AS RESULT IS BEGIN Dbms_output.put_line('Constructor fired.'); SELF.emp_no:=p_emp_no;|
SELF.emp_name:=p_emp_name; SELF.salary:=p_salary; SELF.manager:=1001; RETURN; END: MEMBER PROCEDURE insert_records INSERT INTO eMP VALUES(emp_noemp_name,salary,manager); END MEMBER PROCEDURE display_records IS BEGIN Dbms_output.put_line('Employee Name:'|| emp_name); Dbms_output.put_line('Employee Number:'|| emp_no);
Dbms_output.put_line('Pay':'|| payment); Dbms_output.put_line('Manager:'|| driver); END: /Code Explanation Code code line 1-9: Create emp_object object type with 4 attributes and 3 tags. It contains the definition of constructors with only 3 parameters. (The actual implicit constructor will contain the number of parameters equal to the number of attributes in the object type) Code
line 10: Create a type body. Code line 11-21: Defines the explicit constructor. Assigns the parameter value to the attributes and assigns the value of the manager attribute to the default value of 1001. 22-2 insert_records line of code 6. 27-34: Defines display_records member in which it displays values for object type attributes. Output Type Created Type Body Created Step 2)
Create an anonymous block to call created object type implicit constructor emp_no 1005 DECLARE guru_emp_det emp_object; Begins guru_emp_det.display_records; guru_emp_det.insert_records; COMMIT; END; Code ExplanationCode 37-45 line: Inserts records with the implicit constructor. The constructor contains the actual number of attribute values. Line of code 38: The
guru_emp_det declares emp_object object type. Line of code 41: The guru_emp_det.display_records statement, called the diplay_records member function, and the values of the attributes are displayed In 4 insert_records guru_emp_det 2. Output employee name: RRR Employee No. 1005 Pay: 20000 Manager : Step 1000 3) Create an anonymous block to call the created object
type through explicit constructor emp_no DECLARE guru_emp_det emp_object 1006; BEGIN guru_emp_det:=emp_object(1006,'PPP',20000); guru_emp_det.display_records; guru_emp_det.insert_records; COMMIT; END; /Output Employee Name:PPP Employee Number:1006 Payment:20000 Manager:1001Code Explanation: Code line 46-53: Insert records with the explicit
constructor. Line of code 46: The guru_emp_det declares emp_object object type. Line of code 50: The guru_emp_det.display_records statement, called the display_records member function, and the values of the attributes are displayed In 5 insert_records guru_emp_det 1. Inheriting the Object TypeInheritance property allows the subobject type to access all attributes and
members of the superobject type or parent object type. The type of subobject is called the inherited object type, and the superobject type is called the parent object type. The syntax below shows how to create a parent and legacy object type. CREATE TEXT &lt;object_type_name_parent&gt;AS OBJECT ( &lt;attribute_l&gt;&lt;datatype&gt;, . . . NOT FINAL; /Syntax Explanation:
The syntax above shows the creation of the SUPER type. CREATE TYPE&lt;object_type_name_sub&gt;UNDER ( , , ; ;&lt;object_type_name_parent&gt; &lt;attribute_l&gt;&lt;datatype&gt;/Syntax Explanation: The syntax above shows the creation of a sub type. Contains all members and attributes of the parent object type. Example1: In the following example, we will use the
inheritance property to insert the record with the manager ID as ID 1002 for the following record (RRR, 1007, 20000). The above program is implemented in the following steps step 1. Step 2: Create sub type and body. Step 3: Create an anonymous block to call sub type. Step 1) Create a SUPER type or Parent type. TYPE EMP_OBJECT AS OBJECT( EMP_NO NUMBER,
EMP_NAME VARCHAR2(50), payment number, driver number, constructor function emp_object(p_emp_no NUMBER, P_EMP_NAME VARCHAR2(50), P_SALARY NUMBER)FUNCTION FUNCTION), INSERT_RECORDS MEMBER PROCEDURE, MEMBER PROCEDURE display_records)IS NOT FINAL; /Code explanation: 1-9 lines of code: Create emp_object object type with
4 attributes and 3 tags. This includes &lt;/datatype&gt;&lt;/attribute_l&gt; &lt;/object_type_name_parent&gt; &lt;/object_type_name_sub&gt; &lt;/datatype&gt;&lt;/attribute_l&gt; constructors with only 3 parameters. It has been declared NOT FINAL, so parent type. Step 2) Create a SUB under SUPER. SUB_EMP_OBJECT EMP_OBJECT OR SUB_EMP_OBJECT (NUMBER,
MEMBER PROCEDURE DEFAULT_MANAGER) DURING THE INSERT_DEFAULT_MGR); / TYPE BODY sub_emp_object AS MEMBER PROCEDURE insert_default_mgr IS BEGIN INSERT INTO EMP VALUES(emp_no,emp_name:salary,manager): END; END; /Code explanation: Code line 10-13: Create sub_emp_object as a hereditary type with an additional attribute,
default_manager, and member procedure declaration. Line 14: Create the body of the inherited object type. Line of code 16-21: Defines the member procedure that inserts records into the emp table with values of the SUPER object type, except for the operator value. For the operator value, use the value from default_manager SUB. Step 3) Create an anonymous block to call
declare GURU_EMP_DET SUB_EMP_OBJECT SUB type; BEGIN guru_emp_det:= sub_emp_object(1007,'RRR',20000,1000,1002); guru_emp_det.insert_default_mgr; COMMIT; END; /Code explanation: Line 25: Declare guru_emp_det as sub_emp_object type. Line of code 27: Initialize the object with the implicit constructor. The constructor has 5 parameters (4 attributes of
parent type and 2 attributes of sub type). The last parameter (1002)default_manager attribute code 2 insert_default_mgr 8. Pl/SQL object equalityThe instance of the same object is comparable in equality. To do this, we need the special method of the object type called the ORDER method. This ORDER method must be the function that returns the numeric type. It takes two
parameters as input (first parameter: self-object instance ID, second parameter: id of another object instance). The ids of the two object instances are compared and the result is returned numerically. A positive value indicates that the SELF object instance is larger than another instance. A negative value indicates that the SELF object instance is smaller than another instance.
Zero means that the SELF object instance is equal to another instance. If any of the instances are null, this function returns null. TYPE BODY&lt;object_type_name_ 1=&gt;AS OBJECT (ORDER MEMBER FUNCTION MATCH( object_type_name_&lt;parameter&gt; 1) RETURN INTEGER IS BEGIN IF &lt;attribute_name&gt;parameter Then RETURN &lt;attribute_name&gt;-1; --any
negative number will do ELSIF id&gt;c.id then RETURN 1; —any positive number will do else return 0; END IF; IT'S OVER; . . ); /Syntax Explanation: The syntax above shows the ORDER function that must be inserted into the type body to verify equality. The function parameter must be an instance of the same object type. The above function can be called
obj_instance_1.match(obj_instance_2), and this expression returns the numeric value &lt;/attribute_name&gt; &lt;/parameter&gt; &lt;/object_type_name_&gt; &lt;/object_type_name_&gt; ahol obj_instance_1 és obj_instance_2 a object_type_name. Példa1: A következő példában két objektum összehasonlítása lesz látható. Két esetet fogunk létrehozni, és összehasonlítjuk a fizetés
attribútumot közöttük. Két lépést teszünk. 1. lépés: Az objektumtípus és a törzs létrehozása. 2. lépés: A híváshoz hívott névtelen blokk létrehozása hasonlítsa össze az objektumpéldányt. 1. lépés) Az objektumtípus és a törzs létrehozása. TÍPUS LÉTREHOZÁSA EMP_OBJECT_EQUALITY AS OBJEKTUM( fizetési szám, RENDELÉSI TAG FÜGGVÉNY EGYENLŐ(c
emp_object_equality)RETURN INTEGER); / TYPE BODY EMP_OBJECT_EQUALITY AS ORDER MEMBER FUNCTION egyenlő(c emp_object_equality)RETURN INTEGER KEZDŐDIK HA fizetés&lt;c.salary then= return= -1;= elsif= salary=&gt;c.fizetés, majd RETURN 1; MÁSHOL VISSZATÉR 0; VÉGE HA: VÉGE; VÉGE; / Kód magyarázata: Kódsor 1-4: A emp_object_equality
objektumtípus létrehozása 1 attribútummal és 1 taggal. Kódsor 6-16: Az ORDER függvény meghatározása, amely összehasonlítja a SELF példány és a paraméterpéldány típusának fizetés attribútumát. Negatív értéket ad vissza, ha a SELF fizetés kisebb vagy pozitív, ha a SELF fizetés nagyobb, és 0, ha a fizetések egyenlőek. Kódkimenet: Type created Step 2) Létrehozása a
névtelen blokk hívásösszehasonlítani az objektum példány. DECLARE l_obj_l emp_object_equality; l_obj_2 emp_object_equality; BEGIN l_obj_l:=emp_object_equality(15000); l_obj_2:=emp_object_equality(17000); IF l_obj_1.equalS(l_obj_2)&gt;0 THEN Dbms_output.put_line('Az első példány fizetése nagyobb):ELSIF &lt;0 THEN Dbms_output.put_line(’Salary of second instance
is greater’); ELSE Dbms_output.put_line(’Salaries are equal’); END IF; END; /Output Salary of second instance is greaterCode Explanation: Code line 20: Declaring the l_obj_1 of emp_object_equality type. Code line 21: Declaring the l_obj_2 of emp_object_equality type. Code line 23: Initializing l_obj_1 with salary value as '15000'Code line 24: Initializing l_obj_1 with salary value
as '17000'Code line 25-33: Print the message based on the return number from the ORDER function. SummaryIn this chapter, we have seen the object type and their properties. We have also discussed about Constructors, Members, Attributes, Inheritance and Equality in PL/SQL objects. Page 10Dynamic SQL is a programming methodology for generating and running statements
at run-time. It is mainly used to write the general-purpose and flexible programs where the SQL statements will be created and executed at run-time based on the requirement. In this tutorial, you will learn- Ways to write dynamic SQLPL/SQL provides two ways to write dynamic SQL NDS – Native Dynamic SQLDBMS_SQLNDS (Native Dynamic SQL) - Execute ImmediateNative
Dynamic SQL is the easier way to write dynamic SQL. It uses the 'EXECUTE IMMEDIATE' command to create and execute the SQL at run-time. But to use this way, the datatype and number of variable that to be used at a run time need to be known before. It also gives better performance and less complexity when dbms_output.put_line(’salary= of= second= instance= is=
greater’);= else= dbms_output.put_line(’salaries= are= equal’);= end= if;= end;= utput= salary= of= second= instance= is= greatercode= explanation:= code= line= 20:= declaring= the= l_obj_1= of= emp_object_equality= type.code= line= 21:= declaring= the= l_obj_2= of= emp_object_equality= type.code= line= 23:= initializing= l_obj_1= with= salary= value= as= '15000'code= line=
24:= initializing= l_obj_1= with= salary= value= as= '17000'code= line= 25-33:= print= the= message= based= on= the= return= number= from= the= order= function.summaryin= this= chapter,= we= have= seen= the= object= type= and= their= properties.= we= have= also= discussed= about= constructors,= members,= attributes,= inheritance= and= equality= in= pl/sql= objects.=
page= 10dynamic= sql= is= a= programming= methodology= for= generating= and= running= statements= at= run-time.= it= is= mainly= used= to= write= the= general-purpose= and= flexible= programs= where= the= sql= statements= will= be= created= and= executed= at= run-time= based= on= the= requirement.= in= this= tutorial ,= you= will= learn-= ways= to= write=
dynamic= sqlpl/sql= provides= two= ways= to= write= dynamic= sql= nds= –= native= dynamic= sqldbms_sqlnds= (native= dynamic= sql)= -= execute= immediatenative= dynamic= sql= is= the= easier= way= to= write= dynamic= sql.= it= uses= the= 'execute= immediate'= command= to= create= and= execute= the= sql= at= run-time.= but= to= use= this= way,= the= datatype=
and= number= of= variable= that= to= be= used= at= a= run= time= need= to= be= known= before.= it= also= gives= better= performance= and= less= complexity= when=&gt;&lt;/0 THEN Dbms_output.put_line(’Salary of second instance is greater’); ELSE Dbms_output.put_line(’Salaries are equal’); END IF; END; /Output Salary of second instance is greaterCode Explanation:
Code line 20: Declaring the l_obj_1 of emp_object_equality type. Code line 21: Declaring the l_obj_2 of emp_object_equality type. Code line 23: Initializing l_obj_1 with salary value as '15000'Code line 24: Initializing l_obj_1 with salary value as '17000'Code line 25-33: Print the message based on the return number from the ORDER function. SummaryIn this chapter, we have seen
the object type and their properties. We have also discussed about Constructors, Members, Attributes, Inheritance and Equality in PL/SQL objects. Page 10Dynamic SQL is a programming methodology for generating and running statements at run-time. It is mainly used to write the general-purpose and flexible programs where the SQL statements will be created and executed at
run-time based on the requirement. In this tutorial, you will learn- Ways to write dynamic SQLPL/SQL provides two ways to write dynamic SQL NDS – Native Dynamic SQLDBMS_SQLNDS (Native Dynamic SQL) - Execute ImmediateNative Dynamic SQL is the easier way to write dynamic SQL. It uses the 'EXECUTE IMMEDIATE' command to create and execute the SQL at run-
time. But to use way, the datatype and number of variable that to be used at a run time need to be known before. It also gives better performance and less complexity when &gt; l_obj_l.equalS(l_obj_2)&lt;/c.salary&gt; l_obj_l.equalS(l_obj_2)&lt;/c.salary&gt; DBMS_SQL. Syntax/ INSTANT(&lt;SQL&gt;) [INTO&lt;variable&gt;] [USING &lt;bind_variable_value&gt;]The syntax above
shows THE EXECUTE IMMEDIATELY COMMAND. The INTO clause is optional and is used only if it contains a select statement that contains dynamic SQL values retrieval. The variable type must be the same as the variable type of the select statement. CLAUSE USING is optional and is used only if dynamic SQL contains any binding variables. Example 1: In this example, we
will retrieve emp_no 1001 emp table using the NDS statement. DECLARE lv_sql VARCHAR2(500); lv_emp_name VARCHAR2[50]: ln_emp_no number; ln_salary number; ln_manager number; START ly_sql:=; SELECT emp_name,emp_no,salary,manager FROM emp WHERE emp_no=:empmo:; Perform lv_sql immediate lv_emp_name using
lv_emp_name.ln_emp_no:ln_salary.ln_manager.1001; Dbms_output.put_line('Employee Name:'|| lv_emp_name); Dbms_output.put_line('Employee Number:'|| ln_emp_no); Dbms_output.put_line('Pay:'|| ln_salaiy); Dbms_output.put_line('Manager ID:'|| ln_manager); END; /Output Employee Name : XXX Employee Number: 1001 Salary: 15000 Manager ED: 1000Code Explanation:
Code line 2-6: Declare variables. Line 8: Frame SQL at runtime. SQL contains the binding variable where the :empno condition is. Line of code 9: Executes framed SQL text (which is done in line 8) using THE ANS command EXECUTE IMMEDIATELY The variables in the INTO clause (lv_emp_name, ln_emp_no, ln_salary, ln_manager) are used to store sql query (emp_name,
emp_no, pay, manager) read values for binding variables in sql query (:emp_no). Lines 10-13: Display the values that have been replaced. DBMS_SQL dynamic SQLPL/SQL provides the DBMS_SQL package that allows you to work with dynamic SQL. The process of creating and implementing dynamic SQL includes the following process. OPEN CURSOR: Dynamic SQL will
execute in the same way as the cursor. So in order to execute the SQL statement, you need to open the cursor. PARSE SQL: The next step is to analyze dynamic SQL. This process only verifies the syntax, and the query is kept ready to execute. BIND VARIABLEValues: The next step is to assign values for binding variables, if any. COLUMN DEFINITION: The next step is to
define the column based on their relative position in the selected PivotTable report. EXECUTE: The next step is to execute the query that is kept in the analysis. FETCH VALUES: The next step is to retrieve the values you have executed. CLOSE CURSOR: After retrieving the results, the cursor must be closed. Example 1: In this example, we will retrieve emp_no data from the
1001 DBMS_SQL emp table. DECLARE lv_sql VARCHAR2(500); lv_emp_name VARCHAR2[50]; ln_emp_no number; ln_salary number; ln_manager number; ln_cursor_id number; ln_rows_processed; BEGIN lv_sql:='SELECT FROM emp WHERE emp_no=:empmo; in_cursor_id:=DBMS_SQL. OPEN_CURSOR; DBMS_SQL. PARSE(ln_cursor_id;lv_sql,DBMS_SQL. NATÍV);
DBMS_SQL. BIXD_VARLABLE(ln_cursor_id:'empno',1001); &lt;/bind_variable_value&gt;&lt;/variable&gt;&lt;/SQL&gt; &lt;/bind_variable_value&gt;&lt;/variable&gt;&lt;/SQL&gt; DBMS_SQL. DEFINE_COLUMN(ln_cursor_id,2,ln_emp_no); DBMS_SQL. DEFINE_COLUMN(ln_cursor_id,3,ln_salary); DBMS_SQL. DEFINE_COLUMN(ln_cursor_id,4,ln_manager);
ln_rows__processed:=DBMS_SQL. EXECUTE(ln_cursor_id); LOOP, if DBMS_SQL. FETCH_ROWS(ln_cursor_id)=0 Exit; Otherwise, DBMS_SQL. COLUMN_VALUE(ln_cursor_id,1,lv_emp_name); DBMS_SQL. COLUMN_VALUE(ln_cursor_id,2,ln_emp_no); DBMS_SQL. COLUMN_VALUE.ln_cursor_id., 3.In_salary. DBMS_SQL. COLUMN_VALUE.ln_cursor_id.4.In_manager;
Dbms_output.put_line('Employee Name:'|| lv_emp_name); Dbms_output.put_line('Employee Number:l'|| ln_emp_no); Dbms_output.put_line('Pay:'|| ln_salary); Dbms_output.put_line('Manager ID :'| ln_manager); END IF; CLOSING LOOP; DBMS_SQL. CLOSE_ClIRSOR (ln_cursor_id); END: /Output Employee Name:XXX Employee Number:1001 Payment:15000 Manager
iD:1000Code Explanation: Code line 1-9: Variable declaration. Line of code 10: Framing the SQL statement. Code line 11: Open the cursor DBMS_SQL. OPEN_CURSOR. This returns the open cursor ID. Code line 12: After opening the cursor, SQL is analyzed. 13. Line of code 14-17: Determines the column name based on their relative position in the SQL statement. In our case,
the relative position (1) emp_name, (2) emp_no (3) salary (4). So it is on the basis of this position that we have determined the target variable. Line of code 18: The query is DBMS_SQL. Finally. Return the number of records processed. Line of code 19-33: Get records using a cycle and displaying the same. Code line 20: DBMS_SQL. FETCH_ROWS will retrieve a record from the
processed rows. You can call multiple times to retrieve all rows. If you cannot retrieve the lines, you return 0, leaving the cycle. Summary In this section, we discussed dynamic SQL and how dynamic SQL is performing. We have also seen different steps in implementing dynamic SQL in both ways. We have also seen that the same scenarios are handled by both NDS and
DBMS_SQL execution at runtime. Page 11In PL/SQL, each block can be embedded in another block. These are referred to as nested blocks. Nested blocks are very common when you want to complete a process and at the same time keep the process code in a separate container (block). Embedded block concept helps the programmer to improve the readability of separating
complex things from each block and handle the exception of each block within the main outer block. In this tutorial, you'll learn: Nested block structure scopes in the nested block: The nested block structure of the variable scope can be nested in another block. This can be embedded in the execution part or the exception handling section. These blocks can also be tagged. An outer
block can contain many internal blocks. Each inner block is again a PL/SQL block, so all the properties and features of the inner block will be the same as the external The following image shows a visual representation of the embedded block structure. The parent block is the main block, and the child block is the nested block. Below is the syntax for the nested block. Nested block
&lt;outer_block&gt;syntax&gt; DECLARE BEGIN &gt; DECLARE BEGIN &lt;Declarative section=&gt; &lt;Execution part= for= outer= block= begins=&gt; &lt;inner block=&gt; &lt;Declarative section=&gt; &lt;Execution part= for= inner= block=&gt;. &lt;Exception handling= part=&gt;END; &lt;Execution part= for= outer= block= begins=&gt;EXCEPTION HANDLING= part=&gt;END; The
syntax above shows the nested block that contains two blocks in total. These blocks are tagged with outer_block and inner_block'Scopes in Nested Block: Variable ScopeIn embedded block, one must understand the scope and visibility of each block clearly before using them. Especially in the inner block, the elements of both the outer and inner blocks will be visible, so proper
understanding of this is necessary. The following points provide additional information about the scopes of nested blocks. Items declared in the outer block and values defined before the internal block definition are displayed within the inner block. Items declared in the inner block are not visible in the outer block. They are visible only inside the inner block. The outer block and
inner block can have a variable with the same name. By default, for variables with the same name, the inner block applies only to the variable declared in the inner block. If you want the inner block to refer to an external block variable with the same name as the inner block, the outer block must be tagged, and the outer block variable
&lt;outer_block_label&gt;.&lt;variable_name&gt; The following example will help you better understand these scopes. Example 1: In this example, we'll see the scope of the variables in the inner and outer blocks. Also, we're going to see how to refer to variables using a block label. &lt;OUTER_BLOC&gt;&gt; DECLARE varl VARCHAR2(30):='outer_block'; var2
VARCHAR2(30):='value before inner block'; BEGIN &lt;NNER_BLOCK&gt;&gt; DECLARE varl VARCHAR2(30):='inner_block'; BEGIN dbms_output.put_line(varl), dbms_output.put_line(OUTER_BLOCKvar1); dbms_output.put_line(var2); END; var2:='value after inner block; END; / Code Explanation: Code line 1: Labeling the outer block as OUTER_BLOCK. Line 3: Declare var1 in
VARCHAR2 (30) with the initial value of the outer block. Sequence 4: Declare var2 by varchar2 (30) with an initial value before the inner block. Line 6: Label the inner block INNER_BLOCK8. Line 10: Print var1 value. Because there is no label mentioned by default, the value is taken from an internal block, so the inner_block message. Line 11: Prints the value of the outer block
variable var1. Because the inner block has a variable with the same name,&lt;/NNER_BLOCK&gt; &lt;/OUTER_BLOC&gt; &lt;/variable_name&gt; &lt;/outer_block_label&gt; &lt;/Execution&gt; &lt;/Exception&gt; &lt;/Execution&gt; &lt;/Declarative&gt; &lt;/inner&gt; &lt;/Execution&gt; &lt;/Declarative&gt; &lt;/outer_block&gt; &lt;/outer_block&gt; a reference to the outer block label. This
is how you print the outer block message. Line 12: Prints the value of the outer block variable var2. Because there is no variable whose name is present in the inner block, by default it takes the value of an outer block, so the print value is a message before the inner block. In the outer block, the var2 variable is assigned the value after the inner block. But this task occurred after
the definition of an inner block. Therefore, this value is not present in the inner block. Example 2: In this example, we'll find the difference between two numbers, one declared for the outer block and the other for the inner block. They'll both have the same name. Let's see how the block tag is useful in the variable reference. &lt;OUTER_BLOC&gt;&gt; DECLARE ln_val number :=5;
Start with &lt;INNERBLOC&gt;&gt; declare ln_val number :=3; BEGIN dbms_output.put_line(Difference between outer block and inner block variable:||' outer_block. ln_val-inner_block.ln_val); END; END; / Code Explanation: Code line 1: Labeling the outer block as OUTER_BLOCK. Line 3: Declare ln_val variable as a tulika with 5 initial values. Line 5: The inner array is
INNER_BLOCK 7 ln_val. Line 9: Prints the difference in value between the ln_val and the inner block. The &lt;block_name&gt;.&lt;variable_name&gt; format uses these variables to avoid conflicts resulting from the same variable name. Summary In this tutorial, we learned how to create an embedded block and how to manage the scope in the inner block and outer blocks. We also
saw an example where the internal and outer block variables were referred within the inner block. Page 12 Download PDF 1) What is PL SQL? PL SQL is a procedural language that provides interactive SQL as well as procedural programming language constructs such as conditional branching and iteration. 2) Differentiate between % ROWTYPE and TYPE RECORD. The %
ROWTYPE function is used when the query returns the entire row of a table or view. Type RECORD, on the other hand, is used when the query is returned in columns of different tables or views. E.g. Type r_emp RECORD (sno smp.smpno%type,sname smp smp sname %type) e_rec smp %ROWTYPE Cursor c1 a select smpno,dept from smp; e_rec c1 %ROWTYPE 3) Explain
how the cursor is used. The cursor is a named private area of SQL from which the data can be accessed. Each row must be processed separately for queries that return multiple rows.4) Display the cursor code for the cycle. The cursor implicitly declares %ROWTYPE as a cycle index. It then opens a cursor, gets the rows of values from the active inventory in the fields in the
record, and closes when all records are processed. E.g. SMP_REC IN C1 LOOP totalsal=totalsal+smp_recsal; ENDLOOP; 5) Explain the usage database trigger. The PL/SQL program unit associated with a database table is called a database trigger. It is used: 1) Control &lt;/block_name&gt; &lt;/INNERBLOC&gt; &lt;/OUTER_BLOC&gt; &lt;/OUTER_BLOC&gt; 2) Transparent
logging of events. 3) Enforce complex business rules. 4) Maintain replica tables 5) Derive column values 6) Implement complex security permissions 6) What are the two exception types. The error handling part of the PL/SQL block is called an exception. There are two types: user_defined and predefined. 7) Show some predetermined exceptions. DUP_VAL_ON_INDEX
ZERO_DIVIDE NO_DATA_FOUND TOO_MANY_ROWS CURSOR_ALREADY_OPEN INVALID_NUMBERINVALID_CURSOR PROGRAM_ERROR TIMEOUT _ON_RESOURCE STORAGE_ERROR LOGON_DENIED VALUE_ERROR, etc. 8) Explain Raise_application_error. This is a procedure in the package DBMS_STANDARD that allows you to user_defined error
messages from a database trigger or stored subprogram. 9) Show me how features and procedures are called in the PL SQL block. The function is called as part of an expression. total:=calculate_sal('b644') The procedure is called an example/SQL statement. calculate_bonus(ab644); 10) Explain the two virtual tables available at the time of database trigger execution. Table
columns are called THEN.column_name and NOW.column_name columns. For insert related triggers NOW.column_name values are only available. For delete related triggers, THEN.column_name values are only available. Update for related triggers, both table columns are available.11) What rules should be applied to nulls in comparisons? 1) NULL never TRUE or FALSE 2)
NULL cannot be equal to or unequal to other values 3) If an expression is null, does the expression itself equat to null except for (||) 12) Is the PL SQL process translated? The translation process includes syntax validation, binding, and p-code creation processes. Validation of syntax checks PL SQL codes for translation errors. When all errors are corrected, a storage address is
assigned to the data storage variables. It's called knitting. The P-code is a list of instructions for the PL SQL engine. The P-code is stored in the named blocks database and is used the next time it is replaced. 13) Differentiate syntax and runtime errors. E.g./SQL compiler can easily detect syntax errors. That's, for example, wrong spelling. The runtime error is handled using the
exception handling section of a PL/SQL block. For example, SELECT INTO statement that does not return lines. 14) Explain commit, rollback and savepoint. For a COMMIT statement, the following is the following: Other users can see the data changes made by the transaction. Locks acquired by the transaction are released. The work performed by the transaction becomes
permanent. The roll back instruction is displayed when the transaction ends, and the next one is true. Work during the transition does not happen as if it had never been published. Locks acquired by the transaction are released. Cancels all work performed by the user in a transaction. A SAVEPOINT only part of the transaction can be undone. 15) Define implicit and explicit
cursors. By default, the cursor is implicit. The user cannot verify or process the Cursor. If a query returned multiple series, an explicit cursor is specified. This allows the app to process each line one after the other as the cursor returns. 16) Explain mutating table error. This occurs when a trigger tries to update the line being used. Capture is done by using views or temporary
tables, so the database selects one and updates the other. 17) When is a declaration required? Declare statement is used by PL SQL anonymous blocks, such as standalone, uns stored procedures. If you use this, it should be the first in a standalone file. 18) How many triggers can be applied to a table? You can apply up to 12 triggers to a table. 19) What is the importance of
SQLCODE and SQLERRM? SQLCODE returned the error number of the last detected error, while SQLERRM returned the message of the last error. 20) If the cursor is open, how do we find the PL SQL Block? the %ISOPEN cursor status variable can be used. 21) Show me the two PL/SQL cursor exceptions. Cursor_Already_Open Invaid_cursor 22) What operators deal with
null? The NVL converts the NULL value to another specified value. var:=NVL(var2,' Hi'); Null and NON-NULL values can be used to verify whether a variable is null or not. 23) Does SQL*Plus also have a PL/SQL Engine? No, SQL*Plus does not have an embedded PL/SQL Engine. This way, all PL/SQL code is sent directly to the database engine. This is much more effective,
since each instruction is not separately deprived. 24) What packages are available for PL SQL developers? DBMS_, such as DBMS_PIPE, DBMS_DDL, DBMS_LOCK, DBMS_ALERT, DBMS_OUTPUT, DBMS_JOB, DBMS_UTILITY, DBMS_SQL, DBMS_TRANSACTION, UTL_FILE. 25) Explain the basic parts of the cunning 3. Trigger statement or event. Restrict Action26) What
are character functions? INITCAP, UPPER, SUBSTR, LOWER, and LENGTH are all character functions. Group functions are based on groups of rows, not on each row. These are: MAX, MIN, AVG, COUNT, and SUM. 27) Explains TTITLE and BTITLE. TTITLE and BTITLE commands that control report headers and footers. 28) Display pl/SQL cursor attributes. %ISOPEN :
Checks whether the cursor is open or not %ROWCOUNT : The number of rows that have been updated, deleted, or read. %FOUND : Checks whether the cursor has scanned a line. This is true if the lines are retrieved from %NOT FOUND: Checks whether the cursor has retrieved a line. This is true if the lines are not scann. 29) What is the database? Intersect is the product of
two tables and lists only the matching rows. 30) What are sequences? Sequences are used to create sinus numbers without locking overhead. The disadvantage is that the serial number is lost if you restore the transaction. 31) How would you refer to column values before and already enter and deleted triggers? Using the new column name keyword, triggers can refer to column
values by new collection. Using old.column name reference column according to the old collection. 32) What are the uses of SYSDATE and user keywords? SYSDATE refers to the current server system date. It's a pseudo column. User is also a pseudo column, but refers to the current user logged on to the session. They are used to monitor changes in the table. 33) How does
ROWID help me run the query faster? ROWID is the logical address of a row, not a physical column. It assembles a block of data number, file number, and serial number in the data block. This minimizes I/O time to get the row and results in a faster query. 34) What are database links used for? Database connections are created to communicate between different databases or
different environments, such as test, development, and production. Database links are read-only to gain access to other information. 35) What does the cursor drawdown do? Retrieves the cursor to read the Result Set line by line. 36) What does closing the cursor do? Closing the cursor clears the private SQL space and unallocates memory 37) Describes how to use the control
file. It's a binary file. Records the structure of the database. This includes locations with multiple log files, names, and timestamps. They can be stored in different locations to help you find information if a file is corrupted. 38) Explanation Consistency Consistency shows that the data will not be displayed to other users until the data is finalized so that consistency is maintained. 39)
They differ between anonymous blocks and sub-programs. Anonymous blocks are anonymous blocks that are not stored anywhere while sub-programs are translated and stored in the database. They are translated at runtime. 40) Different between DeCODE and CASE. The DECODE and CASE statements are very similar, but CASE is an extended version of DECODE.
DECODE does not allow decision-making statements to be replaced. select decode(totalsal=12000,'high',10000,'medium') from decode_tesr smp, where smpno (10,12,14,16); This statement returned an error. Case is used directly eg SQL, but DECODE is used pl SQL only SQL. CASE is directly used in PL SQL, but DECODE is used in PL SQL through SQL only. 41) Explains
self-transaction. An autonomous transaction is an independent transaction for the main or parent transaction. It is not nested if it is triggered by another transaction. Autonomous transactions, such as event logging and logging, are in a number of situations. 42) Differentiate between SGA and PGA. SGA is short for System Global Area, while PGA is short for Program or Process
Global Area. PGA is only allocated 10% RAM size, but SGA gets 40% RAM size. 43) What is the place Pre_defined_functions. They are stored in a standard package called Functions, Procedures and Packages 44) Explains polymorphism PL SQL. Polymorphism is a feature of the OOP. This is the ability to create a variable, an object or several forms. Eg/ SQL supports
polymorphism in the form of program unit overload within a member function or package.. Clear logic should be avoided while overloading 45) What are merge's uses? MERGE is used to merge multiple DML statements. Syntax : merge tablename using(query) on(join condition) if not matched, then [insert /update/delete] command if matched and then [insert /update /delete]
command 46) Can 2 queries be executed simultaneously in one distributed database system? Yes, they can be executed at the same time. A query is always independent of the second query in a distributed database system based on the 2-phase commit. 47) Explain to Raise_application_error. This is the DBMS_STANDARD that allows you to user_defined error message from
the database trigger or stored subprogram. 48) What is the out parameter used eventhough back instruction can also be used eg / sql? Output parameters allow more than one value in the calling program. The outbound parameter is not recommended in functions. You can use procedures instead of functions if you need more than one value. Thus, these procedures are used to
execute outgoing parameters. 49) How do I convert date to Julian date format? You can use the J string: SQL &gt; select to_char(to_date('29-Mar-2013','dd-mon-yyyy'),'J') as a double julian; JULIAN 50) Explain spool spool command can be printed on the output sql statements in a file. the spindle/tmp/sql_outtxt select the smp_name, smp_id from smp, where the class ='accounts;
the spindle is switched off; 51) Mention what PL / SQL package consists of? The PL/SQL package consists of e.g./SQL table and recordTYPE statementsProcedures and FunctionsCursorsVariables (tables, skalars, records, etc.) and constantsResesses and pragms except error numberCursors52) Mention what are the advantages of PL/SQL packages? There are many
advantages like Hiding Forced Information: It gives you the freedom to keep your data private or publicTop-down design: You can design the interface of the code hidden in the package before you actually execute the modules themselvesObject Preservation: Objects reported in the package specification behave like a global data for all PL/SQL objects in your application. You can
modify the package in a module and then refer these changes to another moduleObject-oriented design: The package gives developers a strong hold over that modules and data structures within the package can be used Guarantee transaction integrity: It ensures the level of transaction integrityPerformance improvement: RDBMS automatically tracks all program objects stored in
the database and improves the performance of packages.53) Mention, what are the different methods to track the PL / SQL code? Code tracking is a key way to measure code performance over the runtime period. Different methods of tracing include DBMS_APPLICATION_INFODBMS_TRACEDBMS_SESSION and DBMS_MONITORtrcsess and tkproof utilities54) Talking about
what a hierarchical profiler does? The hierarchical profiler in PL/SQL you can also profile calls, except for loopholes and performance tracking reslises. The efficiency of the hierarchical profiler includes a separate report sql and PL / SQL time consumptionReports the number of different subprograms calls to the PL / SQL, and the time spent in each subprogram callMultiple
interactive analysis reports in HTML format using the command-line utilityEfficent than traditional profiler and other tracking utilities55) Mention what PLV msg allows you to do? The PLV msg allows you to assign a unique text message to the specified line in the PL / SQL tableIt retrieves the message text numberIt replaces automatically your own messages with standard Oracle
error messages limit toggleBatch load message numbers and text from a database table directly plv msg PL/SQL table56) Mention what the PLV (PL / Vision) package offers? Null replacement valueThe set of adjustment routinesMiscellaneous utilitiesA set of constants used in PLPredefined data types57) speaking of using APLVPrs and PLVprs? PLVprs: This is an extension for
pl/SQL string analysis, and this is the lowest level string analysis feature PLVprsps: This is the highest tier of PL/SQL source code in a separate atomiba. It relies on other analytics packages to get the job done.58) Explain how to copy a file to file content and file in the PL/SQL table in advance PL/SQL? With a single program call - fcopy procedure, you can copy the entire contents
of a file to another file. While copying the contents of the file directly to a PL/SQL table, you can use file2pstab. 59) Explain how exception management is done in advance pl / SQL? The exception management PL / SQl provides an effective plugin PLVexc. PLVexc supports four different exception handling operations. Continue processing Record, and then continue Stop
processing the record, and then stop processingIn case of re-occurrence exceptions, you can use the RAISE statement. 60) Mentioning the problem you may face while writing log information to an PL/SQL database table? The problem when writing log data to a database table is that the information is only available when new lines are committed to the database. This can be a
problem, as such PLVlog is usually installed to track errors, and in many of these cases the current transaction would fail or otherwise be revoked. 61) Mention what is the feature that is used to transfer the PL/SQL table log to a database table? For example, to transfer a SQL table log, use the PROCEDURE ps2db database log function. 62) Should I use the default restore backup
point on the PLVlog? The default restore backup point for PLVlog is used when users have turned on the restore activity and have not provided an alternative backup point for put_line call. The default save point initialization c is not constant. 63) Why considered the easiest way to get the PL / SQL table? The PL/SQL table is the for PL/SQL arrays, and to access the table, you
must first declare a table type, and then the PL/SQL table itself must declare it. However, by using PLVtab, you can avoid defining your own PL/SQL table type and facilitate PL/SQL data table access. 64) Mention what PLVtab allows you to do if you show the contents of PL / SQL tables? PLVtab allows you to do the following things when you see the contents of PL / SQL tables
Display or disable header in the tableShow or disable the row numbers in the table valuesA prefix in front of each row in the table65) Explain how to save or place the msg in a table? To save msg in a table, you can do two ways to load individual messages calls at the add_text procedureLoad sets of messages from a database table with the load_from_dbms procedure66)
Mention what is the use of function module procedure in PL/SQL? The module procedure allows you to convert all lines of code in a specific program unit with a procedure call. Three arguments for modules module_incor_inLast_module_in67) Mention what PLVcmt and PLVrb do in PL / SQL? PL/Vision offers two packages to help you manage transaction processing in PL/SQL.
This PLVcmt and PLVrb. PLVcmt: PLVcmt package wraps logic and complexity to handle commit processing PLVrb: This is a programmed interface for roll-back activity PL/ SQLPage 13 Details Last updated: September 10. 2020 $ 20.20 $ 9.99 today 188 + page eBook Designed for beginners Beautifully annotation screenshots You get lifetime download access to pl / SQL
Tutorial PDF Oracle PL / SQL extension sql language, SQL instructions designed for smooth processing, increasing security, portability and database robustness. This PL/SQL online programming eBook explains some important aspects of the PL SQL language such as block structure, data types, packages, triggers, exception handling, etc. Inside pdf section 1- Introduction What
is PL/SQL? Introduction &amp; Architecture (Chapter 1 FREE) SQL Vs. PL/SQL Vs T-SQL: Key Differences PL/ SQL Block: STRUCTURE, Syntax, ANONYMOUS Example PL/SQL First Program: Hello World Example Section 2- Advanced Stuff Oracle PL/SQL Data Types: Character, Number, Logical, Date, LOB Oracle PL/SQL Variable IDs showing examples of Oracle PL/SQL
collections: Varrays, Embedded &amp; Index tables Oracle PL/SQL Records Type with Examples Oracle PL/SQL FOR LOOP oracle PL/SQL WHILE with LOOP Example Oracle PL/SQL Procedure Stored &amp; Functions with Examples Oracle PL/SQL Exception Handling: EXAMPLES To Raise User-define Oracle PL/SQL Insert , Update, Delete &amp; Select Into [Example]
Oracle PL/SQL Cursor: Implicit, Explicit, Cursor FOR Loop [Example] Oracle PL/SQL BULK COLLECT: FORALL Example of autonomous transaction in PL/SQL-ben: Commit, Commit, Oracle PL/SQL Package: Type, Specification, Body [Example] Oracle PL/SQL Trigger Tutorial: Instead of Complex [Example] Oracle PL/SQL Object Types tutorial with examples of Oracle PL/SQL
Dynamic SQL Tutorial: Execute Immediate &amp; DBMS_SQL Nested Blocks &amp; Variable Scope in Oracle PL/SQL Tutorial [Example] FAQ❓ Do you provide Hardcopy of the book?No. The books are digitally provided in PDF format  do you accept cash payments?No. But there are plenty of payment options⚡ I can not pay through listed payment optionsAny alternative
payment option, please contact us hereLabs: PL / SQL Tutorial PDF, Oracle SQL Tutorial PDF, PL / SQL Tutorial PDF for beginners, Oracle SQL Queries PDF, PL / SQL Programs PDF, PL / SQL Basics PDF What is PL / SQL Data Types? The data type is associated with that storage format and domain... Next What is exception handling in PL/SQL? An exception is made if the
PL/SQL engine... Read more What's the Loop? FOR LOOP statement is best suited if you want to execute a code a... Read more What is CURSOR for PL /SQL? The cursor is a pointer to this area of the environment. Oracle creates a context area... Read more In this tutorial you will see a detailed description of how to create and execute the... Read more What is a PL/SQL
block? In PL / SQL, the code is not implemented in single-line format, but it is always ... Read more
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